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Abstract 

The global economy must make a radical shift to lower carbon emissions to avert large-scale impacts from 

climate change. Fuels derived from widely available biomass such as macroalgae, have the potential to limit 

the CO2 impact of transportation by reducing the reliance on fossil fuels. 5-(Hydroxymethyl)furfural (HMF) 

is a jet fuel precursor that can be produced from carbohydrates such as those available in macroalgal 

biomass. However, researchers pursuing the production of HMF from inexpensive carbohydrates have 

struggled to achieve high yields under economically sustainable conditions due to low yields and the 

formation of side-products such as organic acids and humic oligomers. Current methods for HMF 

preparation typically utilize reagents, reaction conditions and purification protocols that are not suitable for 

commercial biofuel production. In 2010, high-pressure CO2 was identified as a potential catalyst for HMF 

production. This thesis describes work done to improve the understanding of CO2-catalyzed HMF 

production. An initial study examined the effect of temperature, pressure and salt selection on CO2-

catalyzed HMF production from glucose. It was found that an initial concentration of 1% glucose (in 

pentanol containing 10 mL of 10% CaCl2 solution) reacted at 200 oC under a pressure of 7 MPa of CO2 

could produce HMF in a 64% yield. These same conditions were then applied to starch, xylan, and cellulose, 

and yields of 55%, 51%, and 22%, respectively, were obtained. Efforts were then made to improve HMF 

yield from cellulose by improving the reaction conditions and it was found that application of a temperature 

of 200 oC over 4 hours of reaction time gave the best yields (43% total furans), although the relationship 

between CO2 pressure and HMF production appears to be weaker than initially anticipated. Exploratory 

work was also done assessing the use of novel 5-HMF production methods, such as recycle-experiments 

and simultaneous production of the acetone adduct. Overall, this thesis work offers evidence that CO2-

catalyzed production of 5-HMF and furfural from cellulose is possible, and assists in determining the best 

conditions for preforming this conversion. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The use of conventional petrochemical fuels at current rates is unsustainable if humanity 

is to avoid the catastrophic impacts of climate change (IPCC, 2018). The burning of fossil fuels 

represents an estimated 60% of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions (Höök and Tang, 2013). 

Biofuels have the potential to greatly reduce the environmental impact of transportation fuels, as 

they are made from biomass that first absorbs CO2 from the atmosphere. When fossil fuels are 

burnt, carbon that was once sequestered underground is released into the atmosphere as CO2. 

Biofuels produce roughly the same amount of CO2, but since the carbon was captured as CO2 from 

the atmosphere, the net effect of on Greenhouse gas (GHG) levels is much lower than petrochemical 

fuels. Over the last 20 years there has been a massive surge in research on the topic of biofuels, in 

an effort to develop economically and environmentally sustainable fuels. This has resulted in a 

biofuels industry that produces over 100 billion barrels of biofuel per year (Guo et al., 2015). 

Although the progress in this field has been significant, there is concern that current biofuels may 

be insufficient to meet global energy needs. Major challenges include the disruption of food 

markets (Hill et al., 2006; Pimental et al., 2009, Naik et al., 2010) and unintended environmental 

impacts due to land use change (Fargione et al., 2008; Searchinger et al., 2008; Zemanek, 2018). 

There are also concerns that bioethanol and biodiesel may not be as “green” or as scalable as had 

been hoped (Demirbas, 2009; Swinton et al., 2011). Companies using biofuel production methods 

that avoid these social, technical, and environmental issues have struggled to be economically 

competitive (van Eijck et al., 2014; Millinger et al., 2017). Algae-derived biofuels are considered 

“third-generation” biofuels, owing to their potential in terms of versatility and energy density. 

Algae grows more quickly than conventional oil crops, can be grown on marginal land and 
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wastewater, and may contain high density of carbohydrates and oils that are suitable for biofuel 

production (Chen et al., 2015; Chisti, 2007; Chisti, 2008; Cooney et al., 2009; Halim et al., 2012; 

Mata et al., 2010). It is envisioned that algal biofuels could solve many of the challenges in the 

energy market by combining the production of biodiesel with biojet fuel in a cost-efficient manner. 

 One pathway that has been identified as an opportunity to enhance fuel production from 

algal biomass is the conversion of carbohydrates into 5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural (HMF). Furanic 

biofuels were described in 2010 as being a “top chemical opportunity from biorefinery 

carbohydrates” in a follow-up article to the Department of Energy “Top 10” list from 2000 (Bozell 

and Petersen, 2010). Since 2010 there has been an increased interest in these fuels, reflected in the 

publication of several high-profile reviews in the following years (Karinen et al., 2011; Rosatella 

et al., 2011; Saha and Abu-Omar, 2014; Teon et al., 2014; Mukherjee et al., 2015). By pairing the 

production of 5-HMF from cellulose with the extraction of lipids from algal biomass, it might be 

possible to improve the overall economics that would enable algal biofuels to be cost-competitive 

with conventional fuels. 

This thesis reports work performed to better understand and improve 5-HMF production 

from carbohydrates using CO2 as a catalyst. Wu and co-workers reported using CO2 as a catalyst in 

HMF production from inulin in 2010, showing yields as high as 55% (2010). CO2 is attractive as 

an acid catalyst as it avoids the use of specialized heterogeneous catalysts, is easily separated from 

solution, and has less environmental impact than acids such as hydrochloric and sulfuric acid (Wu 

et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2016). While these results are important, the scope of their research was 

fairly limited, as they focused on inulin, which is relatively easy to convert compared to more 

abundant and inexpensive carbohydrates (Zhao et al., 2013). No results were reported for glucose 

or cellulose, and only limited tests were performed to determine the dependence of 5-HMF yields 

on reaction conditions such as CO2 pressure, temperature, and solvent choice. If the goal is to 
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develop high-pressure CO2-catalyzed HMF production methods for commercial applications, it is 

necessary to refine the methods used and develop a better understanding of the process. 

The central goal of this work, therefore, is to study the production of HMF from cellulose 

using CO2 as a catalyst. Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature relevant to first and second-

generation biofuels, microalgal and macroalgal biofuels, the synthesis of HMF in monophasic and 

biphasic systems, and the use of CO2 in HMF production. Chapter 3 covers a range of experiments 

testing the production of HMF from glucose, in which the role of factors such as temperature, CO2 

pressure, salt selection, and reaction time are investigated. Chapter 4 reports a series of experiments 

designed to systematically assess the impact of reaction time, reaction temperature and reaction 

pressure on HMF yield from cellulose. Chapter 5 reports a range of other experiments designed to 

improve the understanding of HMF production from cellulose such as using argon as a substitute 

gas, using HCl as a substitute acid, and using macroalgae as source of carbohydrates. Chapter 6 

summarizes the main findings of the research, and offers suggestions for future work in further 

developing this technology. The appendices include additional information such as a literature 

review on the subject of microalgal lipid extraction that was written over the course of the project. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.0 Introduction 

There is broad consensus within the scientific community that the use of fossil fuels at 

current levels is unsustainable. Over 60% of the anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) 

has been estimated as being attributed to CO2 produced via the use of fossil fuels (Höök and Tang, 

2013). Although there remains much debate on how drastically CO2 emissions need to be reduced 

to minimize the damage of global warming, it is clear that substantial cuts to fossil fuel consumption 

are necessary (IPCC, 2018). In addition to its environmental impact, another serious concern is that 

fossil fuel reserves are rapidly being depleted (Höök and Tang, 2013). This implies increased 

instability in both the price and supply of fossil fuel-derived products. Modern energy systems 

should therefore deviate from their dependence on fossil fuels and move towards more sustainable 

alternatives, such as biofuels. 

 Biofuels are essentially fuels derived from biomass.  In theory, these provide an 

environmentally-friendly alternative to crude oil-derived fuels. A serious interest in developing 

biofuels on a larger scale was initiated within the scientific community around the year 2000 (Guo 

et al., 2015) in response to the scale and scope of global warming. “First-generation” biofuels utilize 

food-crop biomass such as grains and seeds to produce transportation fuels, of which bioethanol 

and biodiesel are the most prominent. Bioethanol, which is produced using technologies derived 

from the alcohol brewing industry, rapidly developed into a world-wide industry beginning in the 

1990’s (Proskurina et al., 2018). Global production of bioethanol grew from 42.3 million tons in 

2006 to 91.5 billion litres in 2010 as a response to technological improvements and increased 

demand (Proskurina et al., 2018). During this same time period, diesel produced from food-crop 
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sources followed a similar trajectory. Through a simple chemical transformation known as 

transesterification, it is possible to convert plant and animal fats into fatty acid methyl esters 

(FAMEs). FAMEs can be blended with conventional diesel in amounts up to 20%, and can be used 

in conventional diesel engines (Chiu et al., 2004; Kwanchareon et al., 2007). Production of 

biodiesel grew from 806 million litres in 2000 to 23.8 billion litres in 2013 (Guo et al., 2015).  

Initially, these first-generation biofuels were extremely attractive given their reputation as 

being environmentally-friendly. However, it became clear that these approaches to biofuel 

production were fundamentally flawed. Several studies showed that bioethanol and biodiesel 

production were significantly more harmful to the environment than previously considered as the 

environmental costs of land use change were greatly underestimated (Fargione et al., 2008; 

Searchinger et al., 2008). In addition, as the scale of biofuel production increased, the demand for 

crops began to have an impact on the economics of agriculture. This caused an increase in global 

food prices, which lead to negative consequences in several low-income nations (Hill et al., 2006; 

Pimental et al., 2009, Naik et al., 2010). These first-generation biofuels remain an established 

component in the modern energy economy but it is clear that they are not a panacea to the 

environmental or economic needs of society. 

While first-generation biofuels were limited by their reliance on food-crops, the 

development of second-generation biofuels attempted to avoid this issue through the use of inedible 

feedstocks, such as lignocellulosic biomass, residual biomass and whole plant biomass. 

Agricultural residues such as rice husks and corn stalks can be used in bioethanol fermentation or 

hydrothermal liquefaction (Kim and Dale, 2003; Sarkar et al., 2012; Ruiz et al., 2013). Forestry 

residues can also be utilized as a feedstock (Duff and Murray, 1995; Toor et al., 2011). These 

sources of biomass offer an additional advantage of offsetting GHG emissions. In addition to 

conventional forms of biofuel such as bioethanol, biobutanol offers an alternative second-

generation biofuel. Butanol fermentation is well suited for production using lignocellulosic 
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biomass, and can be employed to supplement traditional transportation fuels such as gasoline 

(Kumar and Gayen, 2011). At present, second generation biofuels have made limited progress in 

commercial settings due to a requirement of high capital investments and other economic concerns 

(van Eijck et al., 2014; Millinger et al., 2017). In addition, there are unresolved environmental 

concerns which include a risk to long-term soil quality due to agricultural residue being removed 

from cropland (Carriquiry et al., 2011). However, improvements in biofuel processing could lead 

to second-generation biofuels forming a larger component of the energy economy. 

Algae-derived biofuel was originally considered a second-generation feedstock but has 

more recently been recognized as a class of its own due to its unique potential. Microalgae can 

contain as much as 80% lipid (dry weight) that can be extracted and processed into biodiesel (Japar 

et al., 2017). Microalgae are a fast-growing, energy-dense and ubiquitous non-food crop that is able 

to grow on marginal land (Chisti, 2007; Chisti, 2008; Cooney et al., 2009; Halim et al., 2012; Mata 

et al., 2010). The biomass doubling time for many microalgae species is typically approximately 

24 hours, which is significantly shorter than land-based oil-producing crops (Chisti, 2007). This 

exceptional growth rate allows for an oil production rate of 59,000-137,000 L/ha, which far exceeds 

conventional oil crops (170-5400 L/ha) (Mata et al., 2010). In addition to these appealing 

properties, microalgae can be grown on wastewater as an element of a wastewater treatment process 

(Rawat et al., 2011). This combination of qualities lead microalgal biofuels to be categorized as 

“third-generation biofuels”. Section 2.1 reviews the literature on microalgal biofuel, with a focus 

on the processing required to produce microalgal biodiesel from microalgal biomass.  

Although microalgae-biofuel has been the focus of intense research in the last decade, 

macroalgae has been the subject of much less research. As implied by the nomenclature, 

macroalgae are larger in size than microalgae. Macroalgae tend to have a defined structure with 

typical plant features (e.g. stalks and leaves) while microalgae are often a filamentous mass, without 

defined structures. Examples of microalgae and macroalgae can be seen in Figure 2.1. These 
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morphological characteristics are important in the processing of the different types of algae; for 

example, well-defined plant matter is more easily dewatered and dried than a dispersed culture or 

dense mats of microalgae. As will be further explored in Section 2.1.2, one of the major obstacles 

in the commercialization of microalgal biofuels is the cost of drying and dewatering. Although 

macroalgae have important advantages with respect to ease-of-processing, the oil content is much 

lower than in microalgae - the lipid content in most macroalgae species range from 0.5% to 20% 

of dry mass (Afify et al., 2010; Kumari et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2012) compared with as much as 

70-80% for microalgae. Given the low lipid content, efforts to utilize macroalgae for biofuel 

production have tended to focus on bioethanol fermentation or hydrothermal liquefaction 

(Roesijadi et al., 2010). Section 2.2 reviews the literature on macroalgae-derived biofuels. 

 
Figure 2.1 – Microalgae (left, source: https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/news/microalgae-future-green-
innovation) and macroalgae (right, source: https://www.pugetsound.edu/academics/academic-
resources/slater-museum/exhibits/marine-panel/rockweed/) 
 

One potential route for commercializing macroalgae biofuel is through the production of 

5-hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF). 5-HMF (chemical structure shown below in Figure 2.2) is a 

furanic compound that can be derived from carbohydrates through a series of dehydration reactions. 

This compound has been identified as having the potential for use as a platform chemical in a 

biorefinery (Bozell and Peterson, 2010; van Putten et al., 2013). Some of the most promising 

applications of 5-HMF include the production of polymers and fine chemicals (van Putten et al., 

2013) and the conversion (and upgrading) of 5-HMF to biojet fuel via aldol condensation and 
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hydrodeoxygenation (van Putten et al., 2013). The production of 5-HMF from carbohydrates is 

discussed in Section 2.3, the production of polymers and fine chemicals from 5-HMF in Section 

2.4, and the production of biofuels in Section 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.2 - Chemical structure of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF) 

 

2.1 Microalgal biofuels 

The production of biofuel from microalgae has been studied extensively at each step of the 

pathway, from microalgal growth and harvesting to extraction and processing. An overview of the 

process is shown in Figure 2.3. Cultivation, harvesting, drying, disruption, extraction and 

transesterification represent the major steps in the production of microalgal biofuels. Research into 

the cultivation process is typically focused on maximizing the output of microalgae while 

minimizing economic and environmental costs through strain selection, media improvements, and 

the development of new instrumentation. A brief summary of progress in the field of microalgae 

cultivation can be found in Section 2.1.1. Upon completing its growth cycle, microalgae are 

harvested, dewatered, and dried (Section 2.1.2). Once the biomass has been dried, the cells are then 

disrupted and the lipids extracted. These two steps can occur sequentially or simultaneously 

(Section 2.1.3). To convert the extractable lipids to fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs), they must 

undergo a transesterification step, described in Section 2.1.4.  
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Figure 2.3 - Pathway for processing microalgae into biodiesel. 

 

2.1.1 Microalgal cultivation 

 Although microalgae are ubiquitous in the environment, it is not trivial to optimize their 

growth for the purposes of biofuel production. Microalgae are metabolically complex and are able 

to grow photo-autotrophically, heterotrophically, mixotrophically, or photoheterotrophically 

(Chojnacka et al., 2004). There are several factors that control microbial growth including light, 

pH, temperature, the concentration of various nutrients, as well as the presence/abundance of other 

organisms in the system, and the operational conditions (dilution rate, sheer force, etc.) (Mata et 

al., 2010). A range of bioreactor designs have been studied for the purpose of microalgae 

cultivation. These include flat plate style reactors, bubble column reactors, fermenter-type reactors, 

and tubular reactors (Carvalho et al., 2006; Posten, 2009). Each of these systems poses a unique set 

of advantages and challenges for the control of factors such as light dispersion, mixing, risk of 

contamination, and operational expenses. There has been some difficulty growing microalgal 

mono-cultures on a large-scale. These cultures tend to collapse due to an imbalance in nutrient 

conditions, or are vulnerable to the invasion of wild species of microalgae (De Pauw et al., 1984, 
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Mata et al. 2010). Some of the species that are exempt from this phenomenon are the Chlorella sp. 

and Spirulina sp. (De Pauw et al., 1984). Given Chlorella’s ability to be cultivated under a wide 

range of conditions and its high lipid content, it has been one of the most common species studied 

for biofuel production. A full review of microalgal cultivation research is beyond the scope of this 

thesis - comprehensive reviews are available elsewhere (Singh et al., 2016; Rawat et al., 2013). 

One of the most attractive elements of using microalgae as a feedstock is the potential to 

use wastewater as a growth medium (Collota et al., 2017; Ge et al., 2017, Rawat et al., 2011). By 

utilizing wastewater, it is possible to simultaneously contribute to water purification as well as 

cultivate biomass for biofuel production.  A 2016 review by Ge and colleagues summarized much 

of the recent progress in the field of microalgal cultivation on wastewater streams (Ge et al., 2016). 

Microalgae can effectively remove over 95% of the nitrogen and phosphorus found in municipal 

and agricultural wastewaters. Although additional work is necessary to explore the pilot and 

commercial scale applications of the wastewater-to-biodiesel production chain, it is an area that is 

promising from both an environmental and an economic perspective. 

 

2.1.2 Dewatering and drying 

 Residual water in microalgal biomass has been found to significantly inhibit the extraction 

of lipids (Chen et al., 2015). The water content in raw microalgal slurries can be greatly reduced 

through two steps - dewatering and drying. Dewatering is a preliminary process in which the 

majority of water is removed from a microalgal sample, while the drying step reduces the water 

content inside the microalgal cells. Typical methods for dewatering include the use of 

centrifugation (Udaman et al., 2010), electro-flocculation (Vandamme et al., 2011), bio-

flocculation (Alam et al., 2014), or chemical flocculants such as chitosan (Chen et al., 2014) and 

metal salts (Eldridge et al., 2012). Common methods for drying microalgae include solar, 
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convection, and freeze-drying (Udaman et al., 2010; Guldhe et al., 2014). More detailed literature 

reviews on microalgae drying and dewatering technology research can be found elsewhere 

(Udaman et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2015). 

 While the specifics of microalgae drying and dewatering technology are beyond the scope 

of this review, the energy requirements of these steps are a substantial barrier to the 

commercialization of microalgal biofuels. Laboratory studies and life cycle analysis (LCA) studies 

have shown that as much as 89% of the energy necessary for the production of biodiesel from 

microalgae is used in the drying process (Lardon et al., 2009; Sander and Murphy, 2010; Quinn 

and Davis, 2015). While it is obvious that drying is energetically costly, dry microalgae have been 

shown to produce higher yields of oils (Chen et al., 2015). There have been several approaches to 

resolve the challenge of inefficient lipid extraction from wet algae biomass, including reducing the 

energy cost of drying microalgae and developing methods for extracting wet algae. Several 

methods that are suitable for microalgal lipid extraction have been identified including ionic liquid 

extraction and microwave pre-treatment (Howlader et al., 2018). The subject of microalgae 

extraction is extensively reviewed in Appendix 1, a reproduction of a peer-reviewed review 

published in the journal Biofuel Bioproduct Biorefining, for which I was the primary author. 

 While the two most common approaches to resolving the problem of microalgae have been 

improving the drying technologies and developing methods to efficiently extract wet biomass, an 

alternative strategy would be to use macroalgae. Macroalgae is relatively simple to dewater and 

dry due to its structure, as discussed in Section 2.0. While macroalgae has less lipid content to 

extract, the carbohydrate fraction can be used in biofuel production. Macroalgae biofuel is 

discussed in Section 2.2. 
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2.1.3 Cell disruption and extraction 

 Appendix 1 includes a review originally published in Biofuel, Bioproduct, Biorefining 

(Harris et al., 2017) which was written on the subject of cell disruption and extraction of microalgae 

for the purpose of biofuel production. In order to avoid unnecessary duplication, this section will 

provide a basic introduction to the subject.  Although microalgal biomass is rich in lipids, it is not 

trivial to collect this fraction from microalgal cells. Lipids are held tightly within the intracellular 

structure and it is therefore necessary to release these through cell disruption techniques and by 

using extraction solvents. These two steps can occur sequentially or simultaneously. Typical 

extraction methods include mechanical disruption, ultrasonication-assisted extraction, microwave-

assisted extraction and enzyme-assisted disruption. These have all been studied extensively (Halim, 

et al., 2012a, Günerken et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2015). 

Mechanical cell disruption makes use of physical force to break up the microalgal cells. 

This is typically accomplished through bead-milling, high-pressure homogenization, or using a 

French press (Halim et al., 2012). Although these technologies are effective at cell disruption, most 

are energy intensive and cannot be adapted to an industrial scale of biofuel production (Günerken 

et al., 2015). Ultrasonication and microwave irradiation are also technically classified as 

mechanical cell disruption techniques, though the mechanical force is not directly applied using a 

mechanical apparatus. Ultrasonication-assisted cell disruption is achieved by generating high-

frequency sound waves in the sample that cause microscopic bubbles to form and collapse. This is 

known as cavitation. Shockwaves are formed as a result of cavitation, which impose a shear stress 

on the microalgal cells. Ultrasonication typically takes place in the presence of an extracting solvent 

to collect any lipids discharged during the process. Although ultrasonication may be too costly for 

microalgal biofuel production (Shirath et al., 2012), innovations in ultrasonication methods could 

resolve this issue. Microwave-assisted extraction relies on the rapid vibration of polar molecules 
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within an electric field, which causes heating. The friction generated by these vibrations will cause 

cell walls to rupture (Choi et al., 2006). Similar to ultrasonication, microwave-assisted extraction 

is typically done in the presence of an extraction solvent to collect lipids simultaneous with cell 

disruption. Further testing at the pilot and industrial scale is required to assess the feasibility for 

microwave-assisted extraction. 

Several non-mechanical methods of cell disruption have also been reported. These involve 

the use of enzymes and chemicals such as detergents or chelating agents. Enzyme-assisted 

extraction relies on the use of lytic proteins such as lysozymes (Salazar and Asenjo, 2007) which 

are typically selective for cell wall degradation and are less harsh than mechanical or chemical 

methods of cell disruption. Mild cell disruption techniques improve the yield of valuable co-

products that are used in pharmaceutical, cosmetics or dyes (Guerin et al., 2003; Spolaore et al., 

2006). At present, the cost remains prohibitive for use in biofuel production, although pairing with 

high value products such as astaxanthin may make the process economically viable (Guerin et al., 

2003; Günerken et al., 2016). There is also interest in chemical cell disruption employing 

detergents, chelating agents, acids and bases, which are particularly interesting given that they 

operate efficiently on wet biomass (Kumar et al., 2017). 

Once the microalgal cells have been adequately disrupted, the next step is to extract the 

available lipids. Commonly reported microalgal lipid extraction approaches utilize organic 

solvents, supercritical CO2, liquid CO2, CO2-expanded solvents and ionic liquids. A variety of 

organic solvents, such as methanol, hexane and chloroform, can be used to effectively extract lipids 

from dry microalgal biomass. These tend to work best in co-solvent systems, such as those 

prescribed by application of the Folch method and the Bligh and Dyer method (Folch et al., 1956; 

Bligh and Dyer, 1959). Most methods relying on organic solvents are impractical for large-scale 

biofuel production due to the use of chlorinated solvents and energy-intensive distillation steps 

required to recycle the solvent. Supercritical CO2 extraction offers a greener alternative to organic 
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solvents as it relies on an easily-recycled solvent, whilst it avoids the need for chlorinated solvents. 

There are a number of studies that offer alternatives to supercritical CO2 extraction, aiming to either 

improve lipid yield or decrease process costs (Taher et al., 2014; Viguera et al., 2016). One such 

example of a method of extraction relies on liquid CO2. Although similar to supercritical CO2, the 

pressures required when using liquid CO2 are much lower, which greatly reduces the energy 

requirements. For example, to reach a density of 0.8 g/mL of solvent, supercritical CO2 at 50 °C 

would require a pressure of 21 MPa while liquid CO2 at 25 °C would require only 9 MPa (NIST, 

2017). Beyond this, other extraction solvents used in microalgae extraction that have been 

developed include ionic liquids and switchable hydrophobicity solvents. Researchers have found 

that several ionic liquids can be used to efficiently extract lipids from microalgal biomass 

(Olkiewicz et al, 2015; Orr and Rehmann, 2016), although concerns have been raised regarding the 

potential economical and environmental costs of their use in commercial processes (Jessop, 2011). 

Other researchers have explored the use of switchable solvents, and found that these extractants 

have the potential to reduce operational and environmental costs (Samorí et al., 2011; Du et al., 

2015). More research is necessary to determine if switchable solvents are suitable for use on a 

commercial scale. 

 

2.1.4 Transesterification and direct transesterification 

 For algal lipids to be used in biodiesel, they must be transesterified to form FAMEs. 

Generally, the bulk of the available lipids are in triglyceride form, which is not suitable for use in 

fuels. The transesterification step typically utilizes methanol as both a solvent and a reactant, an 

acid catalyst, and mild conditions (Park et al., 2015). A recent innovation in this field is the use of 

direct transesterification, in which the microalgal biomass is treated with methanol and a catalyst 

to perform transesterification without a separate extraction step (Griffiths et al., 2010; Whalen et 
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al., 2011). By eliminating process steps the overall production costs of biodiesel are reduced, 

although direct transesterification requires microalgae biomass with very low water content 

(Skorupskaite et al., 2016). The drying step increases the upstream production costs, as discussed 

in Section 2.1.2. Methods for direct transesterification need to be developed for use on microalgal 

slurries in order to reduce operation costs. 

 

2.2 Use of macroalgae in biofuel production 

 Although microalgal research has outpaced macroalgal research within the context of 

biofuel production, some researchers have identified macroalgae as a major feedstock source for 

future biofuel production (Chen et al., 2015). There are advantages and disadvantages associated 

with the use of macroalgae over microalgae in biofuel production. Macroalgae is more easily 

harvested and dried than microalgae. In most instances, the harvesting step consists of simply 

collecting the macroalgae without the need for a coagulant or a centrifugation step. By avoiding 

costly dewatering steps, it is possible to achieve significant savings in capital investment and 

operational costs while reducing the environmental impact. However, a major concern for the use 

of macroalgae in biodiesel production is the low lipid content. The significantly higher lipid content 

within microalgae (as much as 80% of dry weight) makes it preferable for biodiesel production 

(Chisti, 2007). As a result, approaches to macroalgal biofuel production that rely on biodiesel via 

lipid extraction and transesterification as the sole product are likely impractical (Roesijadi et al., 

2010). Some researchers have turned instead to hydrothermal liquefaction (Aresta et al., 2005; 

Neveux et al., 2014), bioethanol fermentation (Adam et al., 2009), and biogas production (Roesijadi 

et al., 2010) as substitutes for biodiesel production. 

Although these alternative methods of biofuel production show some potential, there is still 

a need to explore conversions that are possible from macroalgal cellulose. Many species of 
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macroalgae are over 75% carbohydrate by dry weight, with cellulose being the chief constituent 

(Wei et al., 2013). If a method could be developed to completely extract the available lipids 

followed by the conversion of the remaining carbohydrates to a biofuel, the combined output may 

enable these fuels to compete on a cost-basis with traditional petroleum-based fuels. 5-HMF is one 

of the most promising intermediates for the production of a carbohydrate-derived biofuel. 

 

2.3 Production of 5-HMF 

5-HMF is a small furanic molecule that is produced from carbohydrates (see Figure 2.2). 

It has been identified as having the most potential for use as a platform chemical (Bozell and 

Peterson, 2010). The conversion of fructose to 5-HMF is shown in Figure 2.4. Although 

carbohydrates are the most plentiful class of biomolecule on earth, it is often costly and difficult to 

upgrade them to transportation fuels and fine chemicals. 5-HMF can be readily upgraded to a range 

of fine chemicals and biofuels. Therefore, if some method were developed to produce 5-HMF from 

carbohydrates in a cost-efficient manner, this would provide an opportunity to produce a wide 

variety of higher value chemicals from cellulosic feedstock. The conversion of carbohydrates to 5-

HMF using traditional monophasic systems is described in Section 2.3.1, which is followed by an 

explanation of the production of 5-HMF from biphasic systems in Section 2.3.2. This will be 

followed with a review of 5-HMF production using CO2 in Section 2.3.3, as well as the synthesis 

of 5-chloromethylfurfural in Section 2.3.4. This review will conclude with a brief discussion on the 

use of 5-HMF in the production of polymers and fine chemicals (Section 2.3.5) as well as the 

production of biojet fuel (Section 2.3.6). 
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Figure 2.4 - Conversion of fructose to 5-hydroxymethylfurfural. 

 

2.3.1 Production of 5-HMF in monophasic systems 

 Initial research on the conversion of carbohydrates to 5-HMF involved the use of an acid 

catalyst within an aqueous system (van Putten et al., 2013). Kuster and colleagues examined a range 

of solvent conditions for 5-HMF production from fructose (Kuster et al., 1977 a,b,c,d). They found 

that aqueous systems lead to low yields of 5-HMF, largely due to the formation of unwanted side 

products. Under aqueous conditions and in the presence of an acid catalyst, 5-HMF can be 

rehydrated to form levulinic acid (van Putten et al., 2013). There have been several studies into the 

mechanism involved in levulinic acid production, though certain elements of the mechanism remain 

poorly understood. A proposed mechanism is shown in Figure 2.5. Unreacted sugars are also known 

to react with 5-HMF to produce a class of compounds known as ‘humins’, which are of no 

commercial value. The formation of such side products compromises the yield of 5-HMF. Many 

attempts have been made to improve the yield of 5-HMF from fructose in aqueous conditions, 

however most studies struggled to obtain a 50% yield without the use of a co-solvent or extraction 

step (van Putten et al., 2013).  
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Figure 2.5 – Mechanism for conversion of 5-HMF into levulinic acid. Reproduced from Patil and Lunde, 2011. 

 

The use of organic mono-phasic systems has experienced more success, such as those 

employing DMSO. Yields of over 90% have been reported in a number of these systems, using a 

range of catalysts (Nakamura and Morikawa, 1980; Brown et al. 1982; Seri et al., 2000; van Putten 

et al., 2013; Agarwall et al., 2018). Although these yields are impressive, the challenge has become 

the separation of the 5-HMF from the DMSO. Fully separating 5-HMF from DMSO is an energy-

intensive process due to the high affinity of 5-HMF for DMSO (Nakamura and Morikawa, 1980; 

Brown et al., 1982, Román-Leshkov et al., 2009). Studies have assessed the use of novel catalysts 

such as ionic liquids (Qi et al., 2012) and heterogeneous catalysts (Shimizu et al., 2009), however, 

there has been no fundamental solution to the issue of energy requirements and operational costs. 
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This has resulted in a wave of research developing novel approaches to the reaction in order to 

achieve high yields of 5-HMF while avoiding prohibitively expensive operational costs. 

 

2.3.2 Production of 5-HMF in biphasic systems 

 A major concern in 5-HMF production is the level of side-product formation. Organic acids 

and oligomeric humins both limit 5-HMF yield and contaminate the final products (Romań-

Leshkov and Dumesic, 2005; Saha and Abu-Omar, 2014). One method that has been studied to 

avoid the production of side products is the use of aqueous-organic biphasic systems. In such 

systems, carbohydrates are converted into 5-HMF in the aqueous phase, before partitioning into 

the organic phase. 5-HMF dissolved in the aqueous phase is able to rehydrate to form side products 

such as levulinic acid, while 5-HMF dissolved in the organic phase will be protected from this 

reaction. A simplified scheme of this approach is shown in Figure 2.5, using fructose as a feedstock. 

An ideal secondary phase would dissolve a negligible amount of carbohydrate whilst rapidly 

extracting 5-HMF from the aqueous phase as it is produced. Any acid catalyst used would remain 

within the aqueous phase and have no effect on the 5-HMF in the organic layer. Butanol was the 

original solvent used for such conversions, although methyl isobutyl ketone has been the most 

extensively studied (Peniston, 1956; Kuster et al., 1977d; Saha and Abu-Omar, 2013; van Putten et 

al., 2013).  

 

Figure 2.6 - Conversion of fructose to 5-HMF using a biphasic system to limit side-product formation. 
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 Recent efforts to enhance 5-HMF production using biphasic systems have focused on 

increasing the partitioning of 5-HMF via salt effects and solvent choice, as well as innovations in 

catalyst efficiency. Román-Leshkov and colleagues reported that 5-HMF yields could be improved 

through the use of a salt-saturated aqueous phase when performing dehydration reactions on 

fructose at 180 oC with butanol as an extracting solvent (Román-Leshkov et al., 2009). It is also 

possible to utilize glucose directly in biphasic reactions, as the glucose will isomerize to fructose 

rapidly in solution, followed by dehydration to 5-HMF. One study reported over 70% 5-HMF 

selectivity in a system with THF as the organic solvent and Sn-Beta and HCl as catalysts (Nikolla 

et al., 2011). An AlCl3 catalyst was reported to convert starch and cellulose to 5-HMF in yields of 

45% and 35%, respectively (Yang et al., 2013). When the same approach was applied to 

lignocellulosic biomass, 5-HMF yields as high as 35% were obtained from hexoses and 60% from 

pentoses. Studies focused on the use of microwave heating have generally found enhanced yields, 

such as a 2016 study that utilized solvents such as valerolactone and acetonitrile with KBr and HCl 

as catalysts which achieved yields as high as 91% (Wrigstedt et al., 2016).  

Although significant progress has been made in the development of biphasic systems for 

5-HMF production, several challenges remain. Methods requiring high purity carbohydrates are 

unlikely to be cost competitive with petrochemical alternatives given the cost of starting materials. 

Although initial studies utilizing biomass carbohydrates have already been reported, yields of 5-

HMF and furfural are not high enough to warrant process commercialization (Binder and Raines, 

2009). Furthermore, processes for the large-scale production of 5-HMF must be developed. Some 

limited pilot scale studies have been reported, although with lackluster results (Cope, 1959; Fleche 

et al., 1982; Dashtban et al., 2006). 
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2.3.3 Production of 5-HMF using high-pressure CO2 

 Wu and colleagues investigated the use of CO2 as an acid catalyst for 5-HMF production 

from inulin (a fructose polymer) (Wu et al., 2010). Technically, CO2 is not acting directly as a 

catalyst, but rather is reacting with water to generate carbonic acid, which donates protons to the 

aqueous phase, which acts as a catalyst. CO2 is appealing as a catalyst as it is inexpensive, easily 

produced, easily removed, and recyclable. 5-HMF yield was found to be dependent on several 

process conditions including pressure, temperature, and initial inulin loading. The maximum yield 

reported was 55% and was found to occur at 6 MPa of CO2 at 200 oC after 45 minutes. These 

experiments were conducted in a monophasic system which would suggest that the harsh conditions 

may increase the production of unwanted by-products; however, their formation was not assessed 

in the study (Wu et al., 2010). Morais and colleagues followed up on this study utilizing a mixture 

of THF and MIBK as a secondary phase in the conversion of xylose (Morais et al., 2016). The 

process was applied to wheat straw hydrolysate, and a 46% yield of furfural was achieved. Another 

study examined the role CO2 plays in controlling the formation of side products and found that 

oligomer formation is suppressed when CO2 is used in THF-water biphasic systems (Fu et al, 2017). 

These results are encouraging as they show that CO2 is an effective catalyst for the conversion of 

polysaccharides into furanic compounds, but further work must be conducted to focus on the 

production of 5-HMF from cellulosic material.  

 

2.3.4 5-Chloromethylfurfural 

 An alternative to 5-HMF is 5-chloromethylfurfural (5-CMF), which is structurally similar 

to 5-HMF with the exception of a chlorine functionality in the place of an alcohol group on C-6 

(Figure 2.6). This makes 5-CMF more hydrophobic which is an advantage in purification as it is 

more easily separated from water. In addition, side product formation is inversely proportional to 
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the partitioning coefficient of the product between the organic phase and the aqueous phase, as the 

side-reactions predominately occur in the aqueous phase. Since 5-CMF is more hydrophobic, it 

will partition more completely into the organic layer, therefore preventing the problems associated 

with side-product formation (Mascal and Nikitin, 2008; Mascal and Nikitin, 2009). Mascal and 

Nikitin reported a yield of 90% 5-CMF from sucrose and 83% from cellulose using HCl as both 

acid catalyst and chloride source (Mascal and Nikitin, 2009). 5-CMF may offer an alternative 

platform chemical to 5-HMF given the improvements in product yields, although there are some 

important limitations in current approaches to 5-CMF production. For instance, 5-CMF syntheses 

typically use a large volume of chlorinated solvents, which poses a significant environmental 

concern (Mascal and Nikitin, 2009). At present 5-CMF has not been adopted for commercial 

applications, although unpublished results from the Jessop laboratory suggest that there are 

substantial opportunities to produce 5-CMF in high yields without requiring chlorinated solvents. 

 

Figure 2.7 - The chemical structure of 5-chloromethylfurfural 

 

2.4 5-HMF in the production of polymers and fine chemicals 

 5-HMF has been described as a “platform chemical” implying that it has potential for use 

in a wide range of applications. Some of the applications that have been identified include polymer 

synthesis and pharmaceuticals. There have been a number of studies focusing on the use of 5-HMF 

in polymer production. 5-HMF is also readily converted to furandicarboxylic acid which can be 

used in the production of polyethylene furanoate. Polyethylene furanoate has similar mechanical 

and chemical propertied to polyethylene terephthalate and is considered an acceptable alternative 
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in many applications (Wang, 2014). 5-HMF can be converted to furandicarboxylic acid under mild 

conditions in nearly quantitative yields (Casanova et al., 2009; Gorbanev et al., 2009). Other 

researchers have focused on the synthesis of HMF diols. 2,5-Bis(hydroxymethyl)furan can be 

produced in high yields from 5-HMF using a copper chromite catalyst at 150 oC and under a 3.5 

MPa hydrogen environment (Utne et al., 1963; Van Putten et al., 2013). This HMF diol is suitable 

for use in polyester manufacturing (van Putten et al., 2013). Although such products have not yet 

been commercialized, there is an increasing demand for biomass-derived polymers given the 

increased concern for the environment. 

 Beyond polymers, there are many high-value fine chemicals that can be produced using 5-

HMF as a starting material. A number of 5-HMF derived compounds have been tested for 

pharmaceutical activity such as the 5-HMF adduct with Meldrum’s acid which has demonstrated 

some neurotropic activity (Lukevics et al., 2003). Another 5-HMF derivative was investigated for 

use as a lipoxygenase inhibitor, and was shown to be a strong antagonist of histamine H1 receptors 

(Lewis et al., 2004). Other studies examined the use of a 5-HMF-derived compound as a reverse 

transcriptase inhibitor for use as an antibacterial agent (Villain-Guillot et al., 2007). Although none 

of these applications has moved to market, it is clear that 5-HMF-derived compounds have much 

potential as a component of pharmaceuticals. Other fine chemical applications include herbicides 

(Descotes et al., 1995) and fragrances (Ottinger et al., 2003). While all these applications are 

interesting, the most important potential use of 5-HMF is in the production of biofuels. 

 

2.5 Use of 5-HMF in the production of biofuels 

 There are a range of methods by which 5-HMF can be converted to biofuels. The Dumesic 

group were the first to identify the potential to upgrade 5-HMF into an aviation fuel via aldol 

condensation followed by hydrodeoxygenation (Huber et al., 2005). When 5-HMF is mixed with 
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acetone and NaOH under mild conditions, an aldol adduct is formed (West et al., 2008). This 

compound can then undergo a hydrodeoxygenation to form a C9-C15 alkane (Huber et al., 2005). 

Several catalysts for hydrodeoxygenation have been studied including Pt/NbPO5 (Huber et al., 

2005), solid acid catalysts (Shen et al., 2011) and Pt/C (Luo et al., 2015). Typical conditions for 

the hydrodeoxygenation step include high temperatures, high H2 pressures, and high catalyst 

loading. Details of the hydrodeoxygenation mechanism are not well studied in the available 

literature. This process results in a mix of C9-C15 alkanes that are suitable for use in aviation fuel. 

An overview of this pathway is shown in Figure 2.7. 

 

Figure 2.8 – Synthesis of 5-HMF acetone adducts. Reproduced from Lee et al., 2016b. 

 

In addition to the aldol condensation route, there is also interest in using dimethyl furan as 

a drop-in fuel additive (Alonso et al., 2010). A techno-economic study of dimethyl furan noted that 

current methods of production are inadequate to be cost competitive with petrochemical fuels, but 

that a decrease in feedstock costs could lead to improved economic performance (Kazi et al., 2011). 

Other researchers have suggested the production of 5-alkoxymethylfurfural ethers as a potential 

biofuel. These are readily produced from fructose in sulfonic-functionalized ionic liquids (Kraus 

and Guney, 2012). More work is needed to determine which biofuel compound is most 

economically attractive.  
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Chapter 3 

CO2-catalysed conversion of carbohydrates to 5-

hydroxymethyl furfural 

3.0 Statement of contribution 

This is a reproduction of an article by the same title published in Green Chemistry (Green Chem, 

2016, 18: 6305-6310). This research was performed in collaboration with Dr. Roland Lee, who was 

a post-doctoral fellow working with Dr. Jessop and Dr. Champagne at that time. Experimentally, 

my contributions were largely in the work investigating the effectiveness of conversion procedures 

on polysacchrides. I was also responsible for much of the writing and editing. 

3.1 Abstract 

The conversion of sugars to furans has been gaining attention in recent years as a potential source 

of renewable chemical building blocks. This work considers the viability of CO2 as an acid catalyst 

for the conversion of carbohydrates to 5-hydroxymethyl furfural (5-HMF). In addition, the effects 

of secondary solvents for the separation of the produced 5-HMF from the aqueous reaction mixtures 

are explored. The addition of salts as a means of phase separation to improve the 5-HMF yield is 

also investigated. The yield of 5-HMF for CO2-catalyzed glucose conversions is increased from 

18% to 64% by varying the concentrations of sugar, salt and choice of secondary solvent. This 

method was also applied to starch, xylan, and cellulose, and was able to achieve 55%, 51% and 

22% yields from those starting materials. This work shows that high yields of 5-HMF can be 

achieved through the use of CO2-catalyzed carbohydrate conversions. 
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3.2 Introduction 

In recent years there has been an increased interest in chemical products derived 

from biomass to increase the sustainability of the chemical industry (Bozell and Petersen, 

2010; Werpy and Petersen, 2004). A present area of interest includes the use of sugars as a 

source of furan compounds, which can subsequently be used as a platform for the 

downstream generation of bio-products, such as bio-fuels, (Bozell and Petersen, 2010; 

Werpy and Petersen, 2004; Román-Leshkov et al., 2007; Lange et al., 2012) as well as 

monomers for the production of polymers (Saha et al., 2013; Corma et al., 2007). Furfural 

from pentose sugars and 5-hydroxymethyl furfural (5-HMF) from hexose sugars can be 

readily converted to a range of chemicals, including bio-fuels, through a number of 

upgrading approaches (Lange et al., 2012).  

A wide range of acid catalysis have been reported for this reaction, including organic 

and inorganic acids, organic and inorganic salts (Tyrlik S et al., 1999; Zhao et al., 2007), 

Lewis acids (Deng et al., 2012), ion exchange resins (Nakamura and Morikawa, 1980), and 

zeolites (Nikolla et al., 2011). These approaches have been shown to effectively convert C6 

sugars and produce high yields of 5-HMF, but suffer from deactivation of the catalyst after 

several cycles, or loss of the catalyst to the aqueous medium. Studies have shown that the 

use of CO2 as a catalyst is possible for the conversion of inulin, a polymer of fructose, to 5-

HMF. Wu et al. (2010) showed that high conversion rates could be achieved with yields of 

up to 53% using CO2. Generally, CO2 is non-toxic and easily recoverable, and thus ideally 

suited for use as a catalyst. It may also be possible to use CO2 as a means of extracting the 

5-HMF in downstream processing steps. 
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Figure 3.1 - Dehydration of glucose to 5-hydroxymethyl furfural 

 

There are a number of issues associated with the use of traditional acid catalysts in the 

conversion of pentose and hexose to furan compounds, such as furfural and 5-HMF. One of 

the most pressing concerns is the formation of undesirable humic compounds, which result 

from the self-condensation of furan compounds (Dam et al., 1986; Hu and Li, 2011). In 

addition, product separation from common solvents such as DMSO has been a challenge, 

as it potentially requires a substantial energy input for industrial production, greatly 

increasing process costs (Wan et al., 2011; Saha and Abu-Omar, 2014). 

The use of secondary non-polar solvents to form a biphasic mixure with water, to reduce 

side reactions and improve the purification of furan compounds, using traditional acid 

catalysts such as solid acid catalysts has been comprehensively reviewed by Saha and Abu-

Omar (2014).The second phase is capable of sequestering furan compounds as they are 

produced, leading to a reduction of their concentration in the aqueous phase. This 

sequestering of the product away from the catalyst limits the opportunity for side reactions, 

thereby improving both the yield and purity of the final product. Selection of a second phase 

that is capable of partitioning furan compounds effectively from water is essential (Lange 

et al., 2012). The addition of inorganic salts such as NaCl to the aqueous phase has been 

shown to improve the partitioning of 5-HMF into the secondary phase, thereby enhancing 
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the selectivity of the reaction (Lange et al., 2012; Román-Leshkov and Dumesic, 2009). 

Yields of 5-HMF as high as 89% have been reported for these biphasic systems through the 

use of acid ionic liquids or solid acid catalysts (Román-Leshkov and Dumesic, 2009; Okano 

et al., 2013).  

The addition of different types of salts can either strengthen or weaken the hydrogen-

bonding network of liquid water, resulting in significant changes to the solubility of organic 

compounds in solution (Cray et al., 2013; Zhao, 2006). Kosmotropic salts strengthen the 

hydrogen bonding of water, and consequently reduce the solubility of organic compounds. 

In contrast, chaotropic salts weaken the hydrogen bonding network, thereby increasing the 

solubility of organics. As such, it is possible to facilitate the formation of a biphasic system 

of water and a nominally soluble secondary solvent through the addition of a kosmotropic 

salt. Conversely, the relative concentration of an organic solvent that would normally have 

very low solubility in water can be increased upon the addition of a chaotropic salt (Cray et 

al., 2013; Zhao, 2006). 

Additionally, the formation of an organic phase can be achieved through the addition of 

CO2 to mixtures of water and an organic solvent (Román-Leshkov et al., 2007; Román-

Leshkov and Dumesic, 2009; Morais et al., 2016; Jessop and Subramaniam, 2007). Morais 

et al. (2016) recently reported the use of biphasic systems of water/tetrahydrofuran/methyl 

isobutyl ketone to produce furfural from xylose using CO2 as a catalyst at temperatures up 

to 200°C. It is important to note, however, that the phase behaviour of mixtures of water 

and low polarity solvents is highly dependent on temperature. For example, while under 

atmospheric conditions, pentanol will form a biphasic mixture with water, but at higher 

temperatures the solubility of water in pentanol increases, and will eventually reach an upper 

critical solution temperature (UCST) at 184.4 ˚C, at which point the mixture will form a 

single phase regardless of the proportions of the two liquids (Barton, 1984).  
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This work describes the use of CO2 as a catalyst for the conversion of glucose to 5-HMF 

in a range of solvent/water/salt mixtures, with a focus on salt selection. Solvent properties, 

such as logP, as well as the chaotropic/kosmotropic capacity of the salts, are explored with 

respect to their effects on the yield of 5-HMF produced from glucose. This work shows the 

capacity for CO2 to be used as an acid catalyst for the conversion of glucose to 5-HMF, and 

improves the selection criteria for salts and solvents to be employed in biphasic 5-HMF 

production systems. 

 

3.3 Methods and Materials 

Reagents used in these experiments include glucose (Ameresco, >99% purity), NaCl 

(Fisher scientific, certified ACS grade), Na2SO4 (Sigma Aldrich, >99% purity), CaCl2 

(Mallinckrodt chemical works, anhydrous analytical reagent) or CaSO4 (Sigma Aldrich, 

>99% purity)), organic solvent (methanol (ACP, reagent grade), acetone (ACP, reagent 

grade), ethanol (Fisher scientific, HPLC grade), 2-propanol (Sigma Aldrich, HPLC grade), 

1-butanol (Sigma Aldrich, HPLC grade), 2-butanol (Sigma Aldrich, HPLC grade), 1-

pentanol (Fisher scientific, HPLC grade), 1-octanol (Fisher scientific, HPLC grade), toluene 

(Fisher scientific, HPLC grade), hexanes (Fisher scientific, HPLC grade), acetonitrile 

(Fisher scientific, HPLC grade) or tetrahydrofuran (Fisher scientific, HPLC grade)) and 

distilled water. 

Reactions were carried out in a Parr 31 mL high pressure vessel (T316SS, Parr no. 

N4742, modified to 31 mL). The necessary mix of reagents were added to the vessel along 

with a stir bar. The vessel was then closed, stirred at 500 RPM and heated in an oil bath to 

the required temperature (180 or 200 ˚C, measurement taken in the oil bath) and allowed to 

equilibrate for 30 min. Following equilibration, the reactor was pressurized with CO2 (7 or 
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15 MPa total pressure) with a JASCO model PU-980 intelligent HPLC pump, equipped with 

a pump head chiller set to -5°C in order to maintain CO2 in a liquid state as it passes through 

the pump. All reactions were conducted in duplicate or triplicate. 

Following the reaction, the reaction vessel was cooled on ice for 10 min and then allowed 

to equilibrate to room temperature and depressurized. The entire sample was then collected 

from the reaction vessel and the reactor was rinsed three times using methanol and twice 

with water. The sample and solvent used to rinse the reaction vessel (20 mL) were passed 

through a 0.2 µL filter, and made up to 250 mL with HPLC grade methanol; the resulting 

250 mL sample was further diluted by a factor of 10 for the purpose of HPLC analysis. 

HPLC analysis was performed within 30 minutes of sample collection and preparation to 

limit the formation of 5-HMF degradation products. 

 

3.3.1 Analysis 

Following reaction and dilution, the samples were analyzed using a Jasco HSS-2000 

HPLC system, equipped with a quaternary gradient HPLC with an auto sampler, and a UV-

visible (PDA) detector. Separation was achieved using a Zobax extended-C18 column 

(rapid resolution, 4.6 ´ 150 mm, 3.5 µm) at a constant injection volume of 2 µL. Throughout 

the HPLC method, the flow was held at a constant rate of 0.5 mL/min using a solution of 

10% methanol, 0.1% formic acid and 90% H2O. Between each injection, the column was 

washed with methanol to reduce sample carryover. The UV-absorption coefficient for 5-

HMF was determined by constructing a “standard curve” using pure 5-hydroxymethyl 

furfural (Sigma Aldrich, ≥99% purity) in water. The UV-absorption coefficients were then 

used to determine 5-HMF concentration in samples. Chromatograms and data were 
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collected using asco-Borwin 1.5 chromatography software. Reported yields are based on 

theoretical yields, and are averages, given with standard deviation values. 

 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
 

3.4.1 Substrate and Solvent Selection 

 The conversion of glucose in water, under 15 MPa of CO2 at 200 ˚C, resulted in a 5-

HMF yield of 19.7 ± 0.14%, which was comparable to the results reported (5-HMF yield » 

20% under similar reaction conditions) by Wu et al. (2010) for the conversion of fructose 

to 5-HMF under similar conditions. Thus glucose, like fructose, can be dehydrated using 

CO2 as a catalyst and the starting material does not appear to significantly affect the yield. 

This was somewhat surprising because Qi et al. (2014) had demonstrated that the H2SO4 

catalysed conversion of fructose is faster than glucose, in addition to increased yield of 5-

HMF.  

The use of a biphasic solvent system have been previously shown to improve the yield 

of 5-HMF from glucose using various solid acid and sulfuric acid catalyzed dehydration 

methods (Saha and Abu-Omar, 2014). In most systems, this would involve the use of a 

secondary solvent, such as toluene or a similar low polarity solvent, to improve the 

extraction and separation of 5-HMF from water. However, it has recently been shown that 

similar results could be achieved with a salt-induced biphase (Romań-Leshkov et al., 2007; 

Romań-Leshkov and Dumesic, 2009), where solvents that are traditionally miscible with 

water can be used as secondary solvents, because phase separation can be induced by the 

addition of a salt to the solution. The requirements of the secondary solvent are; negligible 

effects on conversion, reduction of secondary reactions, and ability to extract HMF from 
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water. We therefore evaluated several secondary solvents in batch reactions with CO2 as the 

catalyst, to assess the effects of these solvents on the yield of 5-HMF. 

A series of short chain alcohols was used to see if there is a correlation between the 

octanol/water partition coefficient (logP) used as a measure of the hydrophobicity of the 

organic solvent and the yield of 5-HMF, while maintaining a constant functional group in 

the solvent molecule. For comparison, other solvents were tested to assess the effects of the 

alcohol group on the yield, and to explore a greater range of logP values. The choice of the 

secondary solvent was found to affect the 5-HMF yield, as shown in Figure 3.2, where the 

yield of 5-HMF is presented as a function of the logP of the secondary solvent. While short 

chain alcohols and solvents with logP values below 1 do not form aqueous/organic biphasic 

mixtures, a number of studies have shown that the addition of either salts or pressurized 

CO2 can induce phase separation at room temperature or at moderately higher temperatures 

(Romań-Leshkov et al., 2007; Morais et al., 2016). These solvents are alternatives to 

traditional secondary solvents that are more expensive and less environmentally friendly 

(e.g. 1-pentanol, toluene, etc.). 

Figure 3.2 shows that the yield of 5-HMF in pure water is 19.7 ± 0.14%, and the addition of 

relatively hydrophilic secondary solvents (logP <1) substantially decreases the yield. The addition 

of comparatively hydrophobic alcohols resulted in an increase in the yield of 5-HMF to above the 

levels observed for water. For hydrophobic non-alcohols (toluene and hexane), the yield of 5-HMF 

was similar to that in just water. The increase in yield with the hydrophobic alcohols may 

potentially be due to the separation of 5-HMF product from the aqueous phase, reducing the 

exposure of the HMF product to acid, and therefore slowing the unwanted secondary reactions (i.e. 

formation of humins) (Morais et al., 2016). However, the UCST for pentanol and water is 184.4 ˚C 

(Barton, 1984), which increases with the addition of CO2 to the system (Morais et al., 2016). Thus 

the presence of pressurized CO2 could cause the solvent system to be biphasic at 200 °C. At this 
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time no data for the phase behaviour of a mixture of water/pentanol/CO2 has been reported for the 

temperatures and pressures employed in this study. Because we lack vessels with windows that can 

withstand these temperatures, we can not be certain whether there are one or two liquid phases at 

the reaction conditions. The decrease in yield with the use of toluene and hexane, although at higher 

logP values, was likely due to the solubility of 5-HMF in the secondary solvent. The maximum 

yield of 5-HMF for the solvents investigated was found to occur above a logP value of 1.5. This 

would suggest that in order to improve 5-HMF yield, the solvents selected for the secondary phase 

should produce a biphasic system with water under atmospheric conditions but should be partly 

miscible with water, allowing increased water to solvent mixing than would be observed with very 

hydrophobic solvents. 

3.4.2 Effect of Temperature and CO2 

 Wu et al. (2010) previously demonstrated that it was possible to increase the yield 

of 5-HMF by decreasing reaction temperature from 200 oC to 180 oC, which consequently 

reduces secondary reactions that can lead to the formation of humins in the system. 

However, in this study (Figure 3.2), decreasing the temperature from 200 ˚C to 180 ˚C 

reduced the 5-HMF yield. As noted for 200 ˚C, the choice of secondary solvent influences 

the yield of 5-HMF in the reaction at 180oC. However, no secondary solvent produced yields 

of 5-HMF significantly greater than water at 180 oC. Performing the reaction without CO2 

lowered the yield more than four-fold (Table 3.1, entry 3 compared with entry 4). 
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Figure 3.2 - Effect of secondary solvent partitioning coefficient on the yield of 5-HMF at 180 or 200°C, 2 h, 15 
MPa CO2,  » 1 g glucose, 10 mL of water, and 10 mL of solvent (water (180°C, ○; 200°C, ●), methanol (logP = 
-0.69), ethanol (logP = -0.18), 2-propanol (logP = 0.16), 1-butanol (logP = 0.84), 2-butanol (logP = 0.683), 1-
pentanol (logP = 1.35), 1-octanol (logP = 3.00) (180°C,△; 200°C, ▲),  toluene (logP = 2.73), hexane (logP = 
3.76), acetonitrile (logP = -0.33) and tetrahydrofuran (logP = 0.5) (200°C, ◼)). Error bars show are standard 
deviations. 
 

3.4.3 Kosmotropic vs. Chaotropic Salt Effects 

As previously noted, the purpose of the secondary solvent in this experiment was to 

effectively separate the 5-HMF from water, consequently reducing the formation of humins 

as secondary reaction products, by limiting interactions between the HMF product and acid 

(e.g. carbonic acid) in the aqueous phase. Nevertheless, a number of other factors could play 

a role in the observed in 5-HMF yields with different secondary solvents. These factors 

include the isomerization of glucose to fructose (Qi et al., 2014), the hardness of water, and 

any changes in the hydrogen-bonding network (Cray et al., 2013; Zhao, 2006). Chaotropic 

and/or kosmotropic agents have been shown to influence the solubility of both the 5-HMF 

and the secondary solvent, as a result of “salting in” (increasing the solubility of the organic 
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solvent in water) and “salting out” (pushing the produced 5-HMF into the organic layer) 

effects (Romań-Leshkov et al., 2007; Romań-Leshkov and Dumesic, 2009). In an attempt 

to understand the factors that affect 5-HMF yield with different secondary solvents, and in 

order to identify the roles played by the factors noted above, a number of tests were 

performed with different salts and reaction conditions as shown in Table 3.1.  

It has been suggested that, in a biphasic system, the 5-HMF can be found in the secondary 

(organic) phase and is, therefore, separated from the acid, leading to a reduction in the 

formation of humins (Romań-Leshkov et al., 2007; Romań-Leshkov and Dumesic, 2009). 

As can be seen from Table 3.1, a change in the volume of the secondary solvent appeared 

to result in a change in the 5-HMF yield (entries 2 and 3). Under the same experimental 

conditions, changing the solvent ratio (v/v) of H2O:pentanol from 1:1 (entry 2) to 1:1.5 

(entry 3) decreased the yield from 27% to 18%, which would suggest that partitioning of 

the product into the secondary phase plays a role in the reaction. However, partitioning to 

another phase does not explain these results, as increase of the yields of 5-HMF would be 

expected with increases in the volume of the secondary phase. This decreased yield of 5-

HMF may be the result of increased apparent glucose concentration in the aqueous phase 

due to loss of water to the pentanol through solubilisation. 

Román-Leshkov and Dumesic (2009) demonstrated that sodium chloride could be 

employed to encourage “salting out” of 5-HMF to a secondary phase in order to get a greater 

5-HMF yield. Varying the salt used in the reaction makes it possible to study effect and role 

of the salt. 
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Table 3.1 - Effect on 5-HMF yield due to changes in the reaction conditions.  

  
 

 The introduction of sodium chloride resulted in an increase in 5-HMF yield from 27% 

(entry 2, Table 3.1) to 37% (entry 16), at 200 ˚C, with constant concentration of glucose and 

solvent volumes. Additionally, the increase in yield at 180°C (entries 1 and 14) suggests 

that the addition of NaCl may aid in the separation of the 5-HMF into the organic phase 

(“salting out”). However, there is no apparent direct correlation between the salt 

concentration and the yield of 5-HMF (0 wt%(NaCl) = 4% yield (entry 1), 5 wt% (NaCl) = 

11% yield (entry 13), 10 wt%(NaCl) = 16% yield (entry 14) and 20 wt%(NaCl) = 8% yield (entry 

15)). It is likely that the optimal concentration of salt varies with the selection of co-solvent, 

salt, and catalyst. If the increase in 5-HMF yield is the result of “salting out,” then the yield 
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should depend on the relative ability of the salt to “salt out” 5-HMF from solution (Shaw, 

1992).  

 Based on the Hofmeister series (Shaw, 1992) and relative ionic strengths, where SO4
2-

>Cl- and Na+>Ca2+ (Shaw, 1992), the most effective salt would be expected to be Na2SO4. 

The addition of NaCl did increase the 5-HMF yield from 18% to 23% (entry 3 compared to 

entry 17). As expected, keeping Na+ but changing the anion from Cl- to SO4
2- increased the 

yield further to 40% (entry 12). Again, a decrease in the yield was anticipated with a change 

in the cation from sodium to calcium, while using sulfate as the anion, due to their relative 

position on the Hofmeister series (Shaw, 1992). This decrease in yield was observed when 

the results using Na2SO4 to CaSO4 (40% to 16% respectively for entry 12 and entry 11) are 

compared. For the chlorine salts however, this trend was reversed. For calcium, a change in 

the anion from Cl- to SO4
-2 resulted in a decrease in the 5-HMF yield from 44% for CaCl2 

(entry 8) to 16% for CaSO4 (entry 11) contrary to the Hofmeister series. This may be an 

indication that the trend cannot be completely explained by the Hofmeister series and the 

“salting out” effect, or that the ions may be involves in catalysis. This may also help to 

explain the differences in the yield with the addition of smaller alcohols to the system (i.e. 

possibly as a result of effects on the hydrogen bonding strength). 

 If the effect of salt addition were assessed in terms of kosmotropic/chaotropic effects, 

then a greater 5-HMF yield would be expected in the presence of kosmotropes than with 

chaotropes. If we consider the strongest kosmotrope and chaotrope employed in this study, 

Na2SO4 and CaCl2 respectively, it would be expected that the addition of one of the salts 

should result in a notable decrease in 5-HMF yield. 

 As shown in Table 3.1 the addition of the kosmotrope Na2SO4 increased yields from 18% 

to 40% (entries 3 and 12, respectively). Contrary to expectations, the addition of the 

chaotrope CaCl2 also increased the yield from 18% to 44% (entries 3 and 8 respectively), 
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under the same reaction conditions. As such, it would appear that both the addition of a 

kosmotropic and a chaotropic salt lead to increases in 5-HMF yields. The salt effect is 

therefore not primarily related to salting out and can not be explained using 

kosmotrope/chaotrope theory. More advanced solvation theories are available but are 

difficult to apply without more information on the phase behaviour at the reaction 

temperature. 

Modifying the best method (entry 8) by reducing the glucose concentration causes 

an increase in the yield (entry 9) while additionally lowering the pressure of CO2 to 7 MPa 

increases the yield further to 64 % (entry 6). Given the success converting glucose, there is 

interest in assessing the ability to convert polysaccharides into furans. These conditions 

were therefore applied to starch, xylan, and cellulose to assess the conversion of those 

polysaccharides. These experiments achieved a yield of 55%, 51% and 22% respectively. 

These results are shown in Figure 3.3. Future work will include optimizing reaction 

conditions for a variety of polysaccharides. 

 

Figure 3.3 - Yield of 5-HMF production reaction performed on 1 wt% carbohydrate, at 200 0C, 7 MPa of CO2, 
1.5 hr, 15 mL of pentanol, and 10 mL of 10% wt CaCl2 deionized water. Standard deviation of results is shown 
using error bars. *Xylan yield is furfural rather than 5-HMF. Data table found in A3.1. 
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 The 64% yield of 5-HMF from glucose is comparable to the yields for the same reaction 

in the literature, but the literature studies generally used more environmentally damaging 

solvents or acid catalysts.  Li et al. (2016) obtained 60% yield using Hf(OTf)4 acid catalyst 

in water. Pagán-Torres et al. (2012) obtained 62% using a combination of AlCl3 and HCl in 

a brine/2-sec-butylphenol mixture, at 170 ˚C. Tong et al. (2010) obtained 42-54% yields 

using Amberlyst-15 and Mg-Al hydrotalcite as catalysts in DMF (Saha et al., 2013). Zhou 

et al. (2016) obtained 61% yield using chromium-exchanged bentonite as the catalyst in 

ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride ([Bmim]+Cl−) and dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO) mixtures. Zhao et al. (2007) reported a 5-HMF yield of 68-70% using CrCl2 in 1-

alkyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride. While these literature studies used lower temperatures 

than the present study, their use of metal and halide-containing catalysts and more harmful 

solvents would contribute to the environmental and economic costs. 

3.5 Conclusions and Future Work 
 

The use of CO2 as a catalyst for the conversion of carbohydrates to 5-HMF was 

shown to be highly effective, allowing 5-HMF yields of up to 64%, and is effective on a 

range of polysaccharides. As CO2 is non-toxic and produces higher yields of 5-HMF, it is 

an effective and non-toxic alternative to other acid catalysts. The use of a secondary solvent 

in the reaction did appear to greatly affect the yield of 5-HMF, while the partitioning 

coefficient plays a potential role in the effect of the solvent on the yield. The use of sodium 

chloride has been previously shown to increase 5-HMF yield and allow the use of 

hydrophilic solvents as the secondary phase in the reaction, due to its ability to “salt out” 

organic compounds from the aqueous phase. In this study, it was found that it is possible to 

use both kosmotropes and chaotropes to increase the yield of 5-HMF through their use in 
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the formation of a secondary phase. The choice of both solvent and salt needs to be assessed 

in order to determine the best combination for the dehydration of glucose to 5-HMF, as 

effective mass transfer of the product to the secondary phase is necessary. 

The results presented here act as a useful starting point for understanding the 

relationship between experimental conditions and 5-HMF yield, but there are several 

barriers to future work that are worth addressing. Multi-solvent reactions carried out at high-

temperature and high-pressure are not well studied, making predictions on phase 

composition and behavior extremely difficult. In addition, there are limited tools for 

integrating simultaneous analysis of product formation and side-product analysis. Future 

work should include improving the understanding of phase behavior, as well as developing 

analytical methods better suited to the needs of this field.  
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Chapter 4 

Improvements in the conversion of cellulose to furfural 

and 5-(hydroxymethyl) furfural via CO2 catalysis  

4.0 Statement of contribution 

All experimental work reported in this chapter was conducted by myself, Jesse Harris. 

 

4.1 Abstract 

5-(Hydroxymethyl) furfural (5-HMF) is an important biomass-derived platform chemical 

that can be readily converted to biofuels such as biojet fuel. However, current methods for 5-HMF 

production often rely on expensive catalysts, solvents, or reagents. To address this, methods have 

been developed for 5-HMF production that use CO2 as a catalyst as it has low environmental 

impacts, is inexpensive and readily available. Cellulose is attractive as a reagent for 5-HMF 

production, although limited progress has been reported with the conversion reaction of cellulose 

to 5-HMF as this reaction has typically exhibited low conversion rates. This work explores the 

production of 5-HMF from cellulose using CO2 as a catalyst. Of the conditions tested, it was found 

that a pressure of approximately 10 MPa CO2, 2:1 mixture of tetrahydrofuran (THF) to water, 1% 

CaCl2, a reaction temperature of 200 oC over a 4 h period, and a concentration of 1% cellulose 

achieved the highest yield of the conditions tested (44% total furans). Improvements in analytical 

techniques for evaluating the composition of humic materials is important for enabling further 

progress related to the study of 5-HMF production from cellulose and cellulosic biomass. 
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4.2 Introduction 

 There is widespread consensus between climate scientists that greenhouse gas emissions 

must be radically reduced to avert the challenges associated with climate change (IPCC, 2018). It 

is estimated that 60% of anthropogenic greenhouse gas is CO2 released from burning fossil fuels 

(Höök and Tang, 2013). One method to reduce the environmental impact of transportation fuels is 

to substitute fossil fuels with biomass-derived fuels (also known as biofuels). In theory, biofuels 

should be carbon-neutral, as cultivating a fuel crop would remove CO2 from the air, which would 

then be released upon burning the fuel. However, in reality, biofuels such as bioethanol from corn 

often offer only a marginal improvement to conventional fuels, given the unintended side-effects 

such as the loss of forested areas to fuel-crop production (Fargione et al., 2008; Searchinger et al., 

2008; Zemanek, 2018). There is also a history of many biofuel production strategies struggling to 

be commercially viable (van Eijck et al., 2014; Millinger et al., 2017). This has led to an interest in 

alternative biofuels, such as those produced from inedible cellulosic biomass. 

 In 2010, “furans” were identified as top chemicals offering opportunities from biorefinery 

carbohydrates (Bozell and Peterson, 2010). The furans, which include furfural and 5-

(hydroxymethyl) furfural (5-HMF), are a flexible class of compounds that can be used for a range 

of applications in the chemical industry and have recently attracted attention as biofuel precursor. 

Through rapid and inexpensive conversions, 5-HMF and furfural can be converted to 2,5–

dimethylfuran, which is a drop-in biofuel (Alonso et al., 2010). It is also possible to produce a biojet 

fuel by performing an aldol condensation on 5-HMF, followed by hydrodeoxygenation (Huber et 

al., 2005). For these reasons, there has been significant interest in improving the production of 

furans from carbohydrates. 

 A variety of methods for 5-HMF production have been reported in the literature (van Putten 

et al., 2013; Saha and Abu-Omar, 2013; Agarwal et al., 2018). A major obstacle that needs to be 
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overcome for 5-HMF production is the formation of undesirable organic acid and humic oligomer 

side-products. These materials form as a result of 5-HMF undergoing rehydration in the aqueous 

solution. It is believed that 5-HMF is favored under kinetic control, while humic materials are 

favored under thermodynamic control. One approach to mitigating the formation of side-products 

is through biphasic reactions, which minimize side reactions by extracting the 5-HMF into a non-

polar phase as the 5-HMF is produced (Romań-Leshkov et al., 2007; Saha and Abu-Omar 2013). 

However, while biphasic reactions using solvents such as DMSO and ionic liquids lead to higher 

yields of 5-HMF, these procedures typically require energy-demanding and time-consuming 

purification steps, making the strategy unattractive from a commercial perspective. 

 An alternative approach, which seems more promising, makes use of CO2 as a catalyst in 

the production of 5-HMF (Wu et al., 2010). CO2 acts as an acid catalyst for the system by forming 

carbonic acid when mixed with water at high pressure. The work reported by Wu and colleagues 

focused on the conversion of inulin (a fructose polymer) in an aqueous system, investigating the 

influence of temperature, CO2 pressure, and reaction time on the production of 5-HMF. A 

maximum yield of 55% was reported when 0.1 g of inulin was reacted in 2 mL of water at a final 

pressure of 6 MPa of CO2, at 200 oC, for 45 min (Wu et al., 2010). While these results are a step in 

the right direction, they are limited in scope given the focus on inulin. Our group expanded on these 

results by studying the production of 5-HMF from glucose (Lee et al., 2016a/Chapter 3). We 

achieved a 64% yield of 5-HMF by reacting glucose in a mixture of 15 mL of pentanol with 10 mL 

of water at 7 MPa of CO2 at 200 oC for 1.5 h. This method was then applied to starch, xylan, and 

cellulose, to assess the efficacy of CO2 catalysis on polysaccharides and the total furan yields were 

55%, 50% and 20%, respectively.  

 Since the publication of Lee et al. (2016a), two related articles were published which also 

examined the role of CO2 in 5-HMF production. Fu et al. (2017) studied the effect of THF and CO2 

on the formation of side-products in the course of 5-HMF production. It was found that a 
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combination of CO2 and THF will inhibit many of the most common side-reactions responsible for 

humin formation, as shown in Figure 4.1. Jiang et al. (2018) paired CO2 with TiO2 and ZnO2 for 

catalyzing the conversion of carbohydrates to 5-HMF. Of the conditions tested, it was found that 

TiO2/ZnO2 with CO2 at 5 MPa for 3 h at 200 oC in THF/water lead to a yield of 48% 5-HMF.  

 

Figure 4.1 – Role of compressed CO2 and THF in each sub-reaction of glucose conversion in a compressed 
CO2–H2O–THF solvent system. (Reproduced from Fu et al., 2017) 
 

While these articles illustrate the potential use of cellulose in 5-HMF production, there are 

several issues yet to be resolved, such as the conversion of cellulose to 5-HMF without the use of 

metal acid catalysts. Given that the ultimate objective is to produce 5-HMF from cellulosic 

biomass, it is important to develop methods that are suited to cellulose rather than simple sugars 

such as fructose and glucose. Cellulose is also defined by a rigid structure due to a dense hydrogen 

bonding network, making it a challenging substrate for conversion. The goal of this study is to 

identify the solvent, temperature and pressure best-suited for converting cellulose into 5-HMF and 

furfural in the highest yields possible. This will contribute to an understanding of the factors 

controlling the production of furans as well as the relative production of furfural and 5-HMF under 

different conditions. 
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4.3 Methods and Materials 

Materials used include cellulose (Sigma), CaCl2 (Mallinckrodt chemical works, 

anhydrous analytical reagent), 2-propanol (Sigma Aldrich, HPLC grade), 2-butanol (Sigma 

Aldrich, HPLC grade) tetrahydrofuran (Fisher scientific, HPLC grade) and methanol (Fisher 

scientific, HPLC grade). These materials were used as received with no further purification. 

Reactions were carried out in a Parr 150 mL high pressure vessel (T316SS, Parr no. 

N4742, modified to 150 mL). Cellulose (0.05 – 0.30 g), CaCl2 (0.05 – 0.30 g), the organic 

solvent (10 – 20 mL), and distilled water (5 – 10 mL) were added to the vessel along with a 

magnetic stir bar. The vessel was then sealed before being pressurized with CO2. All 

pressure values are based on the pressure recorded during the reaction. The mixture was 

then stirred whilst being heated in an oil bath (160-200 ˚C, measurement taken in the oil 

bath) and allowed to equilibrate for 30 min. All reactions were conducted in duplicate or 

triplicate. 

Following the reaction, the reaction vessel was cooled on ice for 10 min and then allowed 

to equilibrate to room temperature and depressurized. Before the entire sample was collected 

from the reaction vessel and the reactor was rinsed three times using methanol and twice 

with water. The sample and solvent used to rinse the reaction vessel (20 mL) were passed 

through a 0.2 µL filter and made up to 100 mL with HPLC grade methanol. This 100 mL 

sample was further diluted by a factor of 10 for the purpose of HPLC analysis. HPLC 

analysis was performed within 30 min of sample collection and preparation to limit the 

formation of 5-HMF degradation products. 
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4.3.1 Analysis 

The as-formed samples were analyzed using a Jasco HSS-2000 HPLC system, 

equipped with a quaternary gradient HPLC with an auto sampler and a UV-visible (PDA) 

detector. Separation was achieved using a Zobax extended-C18 column (rapid resolution, 

4.6 ´ 150 mm, 3.5 µm) at a constant injection volume of 2 µL. Throughout the HPLC 

method, the flow was held at a constant rate of 0.5 mL/min using a solution of 50% 

methanol, 0.1% formic acid and 50% H2O. Between each injection, the column was washed 

with methanol to reduce sample carryover. The UV-absorption coefficients for 5-HMF and 

furfural was determined by constructing a “standard curve” using pure 5-hydroxymethyl 

furfural (Sigma Aldrich, ≥99% purity) and furfural (Sigma Aldrich, >98%) purity in water. 

These UV-absorption coefficients were then used to determine furan concentration in 

samples. Chromatograms and data were collected using asco-Borwin 1.5 chromatography 

software. All yield are reported relative to theoretical yield of 5-HMF. HPLC analysis was 

performed in duplicate. 

 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Solvent selection 

 Lee et al. (2016a) found pentanol to be most conducive to producing 5-HMF from 

glucose although it is not clear if the same might hold for cellulose. Cellulose is a glucose 

polymer with different solubility properties due to the hydrogen bonding network within 

cellulose. The reactions were carried out in three different solvents – pentanol, THF, and 2-

butanol. These gave total furan yields of 38%, 44%, and 38%, respectively. This is in line 

with results reported elsewhere, showing that THF is well suited for producing 5-HMF from 
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cellulose (Fu et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2018). As a result, THF was used as the solvent in the 

remainder of the study. 

 

Figure 4.2 – Furan yield as determined by solvent choice. Blue segment represents yield of 5-HMF 
and orange segment represents yield of furfural. In all instances 10 mL of organic solvent, 5 mL of 
water, 0.05 g CaCl2, and 0.05 g of cellulose under a final pressure of 9 MPa CO2 (taken at peak 
temperature), 4 h reaction time at 200 oC. Data table can be found in A3.2. 
 

4.4.2 Temperature and reaction time 

 As previously mentioned, 5-HMF is prone to undergo side reactions such as 

rehydration to levulinic acid, or polymerization into insoluble humic materials. 

Theoretically, as the temperature increases, so too does the rate of 5-HMF formation and 

with this, the rate of the side reactions. Similarly, as the reaction time is extended, cellulose 

would be more fully converted to 5-HMF, and conversion of 5-HMF to side-products would 

increase simultaneously. To determine the reaction conditions best suited for 5-HMF 

production experiments, a series of experiments were conducted at 160 oC, 180 oC, and 200 

oC, for 2, 4, 8 and 12 h. 
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Figure 4.3 – Yield of furfural, HMF, and levulinic acid (LA) as a function of time at 160 oC. 
Experiments were carried out with 0.1 g of cellulose, 0.1 g CaCl2, at 10 MPa CO2, in 30 mL of a 2:1 
(v/v) THF:water mixture. Data table can be found in A3.3. 

 
Figure 4.4 – Yield of furfural, 5-HMF, and levulinic (LA) yield as a function of time at 180 oC. 
Experiment carried out with 0.1 g of cellulose, 0.1 g CaCl2, at 10 MPa CO2, in 30 mL 2:1 THF:water. 
Data table can be found in A3.4. 
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Figure 4.5 – Yield of furfural, 5-HMF and levulinic acid (LA) yield as a function of time at 200 oC. Experiment 
carried out with 0.1 g of cellulose, 0.1 g CaCl2, at 10 MPa CO2, in 30 mL of a mixture of THF:water (2:1, v:v). 
Data table can be found in A3.5. 
 

 The results at 160 oC showed that this temperature was insufficient for cellulose 

conversion, as less than 5% yield of 5-HMF was observed after 12 h of reaction time. At 180 oC, it 

is clear that furan production was slower, given the low yields observed at 2 and 4 h, requiring a 

full 12 h to achieve a total furan yield of 28%. However, at 200 oC, the 5-HMF appeared to 

decomposes over long reaction times, as can be seen by the low yield beyond the 4 h reaction time. 

This decrease in yield was likely due to the side reactions compromising the 5-HMF yield. The 

formation of LA was found to increase with time, as observed across all three temperatures tested, 

which would align with the theoretical prediction. While this is an interesting observation, it is not 

possible to make firm conclusions about LA without more data. 
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4.4.3 Pressure and temperature 

 The role of CO2 in the conversion of carbohydrates to 5-HMF is not fully understood. Wu 

et al. (2010) and Lee et al. (2016a) emphasized the role of CO2 as an acid catalyst, while Morais et 

al. (2016) and Fu et al. (2017) focused on the role of CO2 as a co-solvent with THF. To our 

knowledge, there has been no systematic study of the phase behavior of CO2-THF-H2O three-

component systems which can adequately predict the phase behavior under the reaction conditions 

used in our study. Pollet et al. (2014) described the phase behavior of THF-CO2-H2O mixtures at 

temperatures between 25-140 oC. They clearly showed that the addition of CO2 leads to a 3-phase 

system, including a gaseous CO2 phase, a liquid THF-CO2 phase, and a liquid H2O phase under 

certain conditions (Pollet et al., 2014). It is unclear, however, how this phase equilibrium will 

behave at extreme temperatures and pressures. Morais et al. (2016) suggested that, eventually, a 2-

phase system will be reached as pressure increases, with a THF-CO2 gaseous phase and a H2O 

phase, as shown in Figure 4.6. Morais et al. did not clearly state under what conditions the 3-phase 

system transitions to a 2-phase system, or how the 2-phase system will suit the needs of 5-HMF 

synthesis. 

 

Figure 4.6 – Phase behavior of the CO2-H2O-THF system as CO2 pressure increases. Reproduced from 
Morais et al. (2016). 
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While there is limited literature on CO2-H2O-THF ternary systems at high temperatures 

and pressures, there has been work focused on THF-CO2 binary mixtures under extreme conditions. 

Míguez et al. (2015) reported mathematically modelled phase behavior of THF-CO2 using 

Statistical Associating Fluids Theory. Figure 4.7 is a reproduction of a figure from their work, 

showing the estimated gas-liquid critical line in red. This entails that a THF-CO2 system at 200 oC 

and approximately 12 MPa would likely be in the supercritical region. If we assume that the 

presence of H2O, CaCl2, and cellulose do not substantially affect the phase behavior outside of the 

aqueous phase, one would predict that pressures over approximately 12 MPa would more closely 

resemble the CO2-THF gaseous conditions described by Morais et al. (2016). If that were the case, 

we would expect low yields at pressures beyond 12 MPa, as the extraction properties of the organic 

phase might be poor. 

 

Figure 4.7 – Pressure-temperature projection of the phase diagram for the THF + CO2 binary mixture. The blue and 

black circles correspond to the experimental vapor pressure data of pure THF and pure CO2, respectively. Red squares 

correspond to the experimental gas−liquid critical line. The continuous blue and black curves are SAFT-VR 

calculations for vapor pressures of pure THF and pure CO2, respectively. Dotted and dashed red curves are the gas-

liquid critical line predictions from Statistical Associating Fluids Theory. Reproduced from Míguez et al. 2015. 
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Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 present the results of a series of experiments conducted 

examining the role of CO2 on 5-HMF, furfural, and total furan yields, respectively.  5-HMF yield 

appears to be only weakly related to the pressure (Fig 4.7). It should be noted that this graph 

displays the total pressure, which includes vapor pressure of H2O and THF at 200 oC. The data at 

3 MPa represents a system with no CO2 added. Although there is significant scatter, the 

preponderance of the data would suggest that the yield of 5-HMF decreases when there is no CO2 

in the system at very low and very high pressures of CO2. This agrees with the work of Morais et 

al. (2016) in which yield reportedly increased as the pressure of CO2 increased. However, Morais 

et al. (2016) did not report a maximum pressure after which the yield began to decline, as observed 

in our work. While we do not yet have firm evidence of shifts in phase behavior, we hypothesize 

that the lower yields at pressures over 12 MPa were a result of a shift to the two-phase system. The 

two phases would be a liquid aqueous layer and a THF-CO2 gaseous layer, which poorly extracts 

furans. Figure 4.9 demonstrates the relationship between furfural yield and pressure, which shows 

that the yield of furfural appears to increase as the CO2 pressure increases. There was no clear 

relationship between increased pressure and furfural formation. 

 

Figure 4.8 – Yield of 5-HMF versus total pressure. Experiment was conducted at 200 oC for 4 h, with 0.1 g cellulose 
and 0.1 g CaCl2 in 30 mL of 2:1 (v:v) THF:H2O. Data table can be found in A3.6. 
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Figure 4.9 – Yield of furfural versus pressure. Experiment was conducted at 200 oC for 4 h, with 0.1 g cellulose and 

0.1 g CaCl2 in 30 mL of 2:1 THF:H2O. Data table can be found in A3.6. 

 

Figure 4.10 – Yield of total furans versus pressure. Experiment was conducted at 200 oC for 4 h, with 0.1 g cellulose 

and 0.1 g CaCl2 in 30 mL of 2:1 THF:H2O. Data table can be found in A3.6. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

 While these results do not provide a definitive understanding of the factors governing 5-

HMF and furfural production from cellulose, there are several insightful conclusions that can be 

reached: 

• Conversion of cellulose to furans is improved by using THF as a secondary solvent. 

• Temperatures below 180 oC do not appear to be sufficient for furan production. 

• Reactions that go beyond 4 h at 200 oC result in an overall reduction in the overall yield, 

likely as a result of increased side product formation. 

•  A CO2 pressures between 5-10 MPa increases 5-HMF yield, although all pressures within 

this range provide similar yields. 

• Furfural does not appear to form at low pressures of CO2. 

• As total pressure surpasses 12 MPa, the total furan yield decreases. 

Perhaps the most curious of these findings is the last, where increased CO2 pressure lead to a 

decrease in the total furan yield. It is unclear why this is occurring, though it might be attributed to 

phase-behavior or to the acidity of the system. The phase behavior that is predicted to be best suited 

for furan production is a triphasic system with gaseous CO2, liquid THF-CO2 and liquid water as 

the three phases. It is possible that as the system pressure surpasses 12 MPa the triphasic character 

is lost, or that the non-polar THF-CO2 phase is no longer able to extract 5-HMF from the aqueous 

phase. This is in agreement with studies that have shown THF-CO2 binary systems would be 

supercritical at 200 oC and above 12 MPa CO2 (Míguez et al., 2015). Alternatively, it is possible 

that the acidity of the aqueous phase increases to the point that furans in the aqueous phase are 

rapidly degraded into side-products. Literature data on the pH of high-temperature and high-

pressure systems suggests that it is unlikely that pH shifts substantially as the pressure increases 
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beyond 10 MPa (Peng et al., 2013). It is unclear if this holds for systems that include an organic 

solvent. 

While this work represents a contribution to the understanding of CO2-catalyzed conversion of 

cellulose to 5-HMF and furfural, there are several outstanding questions. Due to the limits of the 

instrumentation, it was not possible to meaningfully analyze the solvent conditions while the 

reaction was taking place. Advanced equipment would allow in-line tests of pH, and the changing 

concentrations of both the furfural and the 5-HMF. Results of this kind would greatly enhance the 

understanding of the roles of pressure and temperature on the reaction efficiency and mechanisms. 

In addition, equipment able to test temperatures beyond 200 oC, and pressures beyond 12 MPa 

would provide useful data that cannot be adequately collected using current methods. Beyond this, 

mathematical models explaining the phase behavior of THF-H2O-CO2 systems at high temperature 

and pressure would greatly assist in understanding the role reaction conditions play in the furan 

yield. By furthering the theoretical understanding of this system, it will be possible to increase the 

yield of 5-HMF and furfural, with the objective of adapting experimental methods for commercial 

applications. 
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Chapter 4 

Exploratory Experiments and Future Work 

5.0 Introduction 

Improving the production of furans from cellulose through the use of CO2-catalysis, like 

many endeavors in scientific research, is open-ended in scope. Over the course of this project, there 

have been a number of experimental paths that offered interesting possibilities, but were not 

followed to their conclusion due to time constraints. This chapter shares initial results on a variety 

of experiments that were not sufficiently complete to warrant publication, but offer compelling 

areas of future research. This includes discussions of the exploratory work with single-step acetone 

aldol synthesis, recycle reactions, and macroalgae conversion experiments. This chapter offers a 

summary of these experiments to date, as well as a discussion on future work in each of these areas. 

Detailed methodology for these experiments is given in appendix 2. 

 

5.1 Single-step 5-HMF acetone aldol condensation 

 Much of the interest in 5-HMF stems from its potential as a biofuel precursor. Work from 

Romań-Leshkov and Dumesic (2005) proposed that 5-HMF could be upgraded into jet fuel via 

aldol condensation followed by hydrodeoxygenation, resulting in a mixture of C9-C15 alkanes, 

which would be compatible for use as a drop-in fuel. Work by Lee et al. (2016b) expanded on this 

research by showing that the dehydration of glucose to 5-HMF could happen simultaneously with 

5-HMF acetone aldol synthesis in a “one pot” reaction. Their research also showed that CO2 was 

an effective catalyst for the condensation of 5-HMF with acetone, and also included preliminary 

work converting glucose directly to 5-HMF acetone adduct, reporting an 11% yield in the single-

step reaction. This pathway is shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 – Synthesis of 5-HMF acetone adducts. Reproduced from Lee et al., 2016b. 

 

 While the results of Lee et al. (2016b) are promising, a yield of 11% 5-HMF acetone adduct 

from glucose is not acceptable for commercial applications. High purity glucose is a relatively 

expensive starting material for the production of a low-value bulk commodity such as biojet fuel. 

Cellulose is more abundant and inexpensive than glucose, making it preferable from an economic 

perspective, although it is more difficult to efficiently convert (Lee et al., 2016a). There is also a 

need to improve the yield, as 11% is quite low. Beyond commercialization-related needs, it is 

possible that pairing aldol condensation with acetone may improve total furan yield by increasing 

the hydrophobicity of the product. As shown in chapter 4, extended exposure of cellulose to high 

temperature and high-pressure conditions is necessary for producing 5-HMF, but will also 

contribute to side-product formation. These side reactions primarily take place in the aqueous 

phase, meaning that conversions that promote partitioning into the organic phase will limit 

exposure to water, thereby reducing the rate of organic acid and humin formation. Therefore, by 

coupling the production of 5-HMF with aldol condensation it is possible that total furan production 
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may be enhanced as the hydrophobic 5-HMF acetone adduct would be protected from the side 

reactions that typically take place in the aqueous phase. Figure 5.2 shows the yield of 5-HMF, 

furfural and 5-HMF-adduct (estimated) when 0.100 g of cellulose, 0.100 g of CaCl2 in 5 mL of 

water, 5 mL of THF, and 5 mL of acetone were treated at 200 oC and 9 MPa of pressure for 4h. 

This single trial achieved a total furan yield of 63% and was compared to a conventional system 

using 5 mL of water and 10 mL of THF as solvent, for which a total furan yield of 44% was 

obtained.   

 

Figure 5.2 – CO2-Catalyzed furan production from cellulose with and without acetone. Blue region indicates 5-HMF, 

orange indicates furfural and grey represents the 5-HMF acetone adduct (estimated). 

 

The results of this test were surprising. A total furan yield of 63% is better than has been 

previously reported for CO2-catalyzed cellulose systems, although the majority of the increase was 

seen in the 5-HMF yield (Lee et al., 2016). This was unexpected, as the theoretical mechanism for 

increased furan yield would involve removing 5-HMF via aldol condensation, implying that the 5-

HMF levels should have decreased. Increases in 5-HMF yield may be a result of changes in phase 
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behavior and partitioning, though it is unclear how acetone would affect partitioning. Similarly, the 

furfural levels declined, which warrants explanation. More investigation is necessary to improve 

the 5-HMF adduct yield either by adjusting experimental conditions or modifying the procedure. 

It should be noted that Jack Yao contributed to the experimental work discussed in this 

section as a summer research student. 

 

5.2 Recycle reactions 

 One observation that was made during the course of testing the 5-HMF yield over a range 

of temperatures and pressures was the quantity of unreacted cellulose that remained after reactions 

under many conditions. Unfortunately, this cellulose would typically be found with a mixture of 

humic oligomers, making analysis of these solids challenging. However, it is clear that the cellulose 

that remained could still be useful for further reactions. This led to the development of a recycle 

methodology where the aqueous phase, at the completion of the reaction with unreacted cellulose 

would be separated from the organic phase, and then recycled for another reaction step under the 

same conditions. This is shown in Figure 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.3 – Recycle reaction process. 
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 Figure 5.4 shows the results from a 5-cycle series, with a cumulative furan yield of 69%, 

which is almost twice the furan yield of single-cycle experiments. The yield in each cycle was 

calculated relative to the mass of the original cellulose starting material, as re-reacted solids were 

not separated and weighed between reaction cycles.  

 

 

Figure 5.4 – Recycle methodology displaying total furan yield. Initial reaction was comprised of 0.3 grams cellulose, 
0.3 grams CaCl2, 10 mL H2O and 20 mL of THF, which was exposed to 9 MPa CO2 and 200 oC for 4 h. After each cycle 
the organic phase was removed, 20 mL of fresh THF was added, and the reaction at 9 MPa CO2 and 200 oC for 4 h was 
repeated. Yields are calculated on the basis of original cellulose content. Data table can be found in A3.7. 
 

These experiments have potential, but more experimental work is necessary to prepare this 

research for publication, such as testing a range of conditions, and analyzing the unreacted solids. 

Assessing the efficacy of the recycle methodology at lower temperatures and pressures and reaction 

times will be important, as less harsh reaction conditions may reduce side-product formation in 

early cycles, leading to an increase in yield in later cycles. Analyzing the composition of reaction 
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intermediates is also important, as it is necessary to track the conversion of cellulose over the 

reaction cycles. 

In addition to recycle experiments, serious effort should be put towards developing a 

continuous reaction system, as it is a conceptually similar approach. Both continuous and recycle 

methodologies aim to reduce side-product formation by extracting products as they are formed with 

an organic solvent. By adapting this into a continuous system it may be possible to eliminate the 

need for repeated heating/cooling steps, and could be operated under continuous pressures. This 

would imply a stirred tank reactor with cellulose, CaCl2, water and THF with a constant flow of 

supercritical CO2 or CO2-expanded THF, maintaining a constant pressure. This method is 

illustrated in Figure 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.5 – Potential approach to 5-HMF production in a continuous system. 

 

While the recycle and continuous 5-HMF production methods have interesting potential, 

the time required to adequately investigate the subject was not practical for this thesis project. It 

was also clear that the scope of such a project would require developing new methods which would 

be time intensive. As a result, it was decided that this work would remain preliminary, leaving it to 
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other researchers to continue in the future. It should be noted that Jack Yao contributed to the 

experimental work done in the recycle experiments reported in this section. 

 

5.3 Production of 5-HMF from biomass 

 Cellulose is a less expensive and more complex starting material than simple sugars such 

as glucose and fructose, but the ultimate goal of this research project was to produce 5-HMF from 

biomass. It is essential that any method developed for 5-HMF production be compatible for use 

with real biomass. Ideally, carbohydrates in cellulosic biomass would be converted to furans in a 

similar manner to isolated cellulose, although it is possible that biological factors would inhibit the 

conversion of cellulose. For example, cellulosic biomass typically contains a substantial amount of 

lignin, which binds cellulose. It is possible that this lignin limits the availability of cellulos for 

conversion, thereby inhibiting 5-HMF production. It is also possible that other material in the 

biomass could catalyze side reactions, limiting furan yield. 

Simple exploratory experiments were conducted substituting dried Scenedesmus sp. for the 

cellulose used in the previous experiments (Section 5.2). Following the method outlined in Chapter 

4 presented some unexpected challenges. Literature sources on Scenedesmus sp. carbohydrate 

content are scarce, and sources from outside the academic literature suggest carbohydrate content 

could be between 10-52% (Oilgae, 2018). Of the trials that were conducted, a total furan yield of 

approximately 2% (on a dry mass basis) was achieved. While this demonstrates that CO2-catalyzed 

production of 5-HMF is possible, it is unclear if the low yields were a result of poor conversion or 

low carbohydrate content.  
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5.4 Additional Future Work 

 In the course of this research project, it has become clear that the theoretical and 

experimental understanding of multi-solvent systems at high temperatures under a CO2 atmosphere 

is not clearly understood. What is the pH of THF-CO2-H2O systems at high temperature and 

pressure? At what pressure does the system become biphasic? What effect does salt concentration 

have on phase composition? While there is some work on these topics in the literature, these are 

underdeveloped to understand the conditions necessary for 5-HMF conversion (Morais et al, 2016; 

Peng et al., 2013; Pollet et al., 2014; Míguez et al., 2015). There is clearly some unique solvent 

behaviour that exists under these harsh conditions. Mathematical models will be particularly useful, 

as these could describe the relationships between the various experimental parameters that would 

allow one to rationally choose conditions that are expected to improve furan yields. The field of 

CO2-catalyzed 5-HMF production will be limited until such research can take place. 

 Beyond this, there are several experimental paths that remain to be explored. Production 

of 5-HMF from biomass other than microalgae is necessary to test the flexibility of this approach. 

The methodology employed in chapters 3 and 4 did not use a purification step, which will be 

required to develop better pathways for 5-HMF production. Developing methods for rapid and 

detailed analysis of humin content and composition may give clues to the chemical mechanisms 

responsible for side-product formation, as well as opportunities to develop strategies that reduce 

humin production. The range of potential subjects is vast and complex, but investigating them is 

essential to improve 5-HMF production.    
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Chapter 6 

Contributions and Conclusions 

Global warming is perhaps one of the most daunting challenges facing humanity today. It 

is essential that the research community takes this issue seriously, and develops innovative 

solutions to the problem. This thesis project aims to contribute to solving the issue of climate 

change, by exploring new pathways for producing biojet fuel. It is clear from this research that it is 

possible to produce 5-HMF from cellulose via CO2-catalysis, though there is still substantial work 

that remains to be done before such a process would be viable for commercial applications. This 

chapter aims to summarize the ways in which this thesis contributed to the field of 5-HMF 

synthesis. 

 The most important finding of this research was the finding that CO2 enhances the 

production of 5-HMF from cellulose. This had not previously been shown, but it this work 

conclusively demonstrates that it is possible. In addition, there are some initial findings about the 

reaction conditions under which this conversion is best done. THF is the best solvent of those tested, 

surpassing solvents such as pentanol and butanol. This agrees with the work of other researchers 

(Morais et al., 2016; Fu et al., 2017). I have also expanded on previous work by showing that it is 

possible to produce 5-HMF from cellulose without the use of a solid-acid catalyst. 

This work also reports on the relationship between temperature versus furan yield, pressure 

versus furan yield, as well as reaction time versus furan yield. In chapter 4 we see that temperatures 

below 200 oC do not appear to be suitable for 5-HMF production. At 200 oC, the highest yield was 

recorded at only 4 h, reaching approximately 44% of total furan yield. It was also shown the yield 

decreased as reaction time extended, which conforms with expectations given the anticipated 

formation of side-products. Beyond this, work was done to address the relationship between CO2 
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pressure and yield. It was found that yield increased moderately as pressure increased until a 

maximum at approximately 10 MPa, followed by a substantial loss of yield as pressure passed 12 

MPa. It is unclear at this time what exact mechanism is responsible for the loss of yield, though we 

hypothesize that this is a result of phase transitions that lead to a bi-phasic system rather than a tri-

phasic system. Alternatively, the pH of the system is expected to fall as CO2 levels increase, which 

may cause side reactions to accelerate, compromising the final yield (Peng et al., 2013). More 

theoretical and experimental work is necessary to verify which of these phenomena are depressing 

the yield at high pressures. 

Beyond these findings, this thesis work involved exploratory experiments on several 

alternative methods for producing 5-HMF, including “recycle” experiments, production of 5-HMF 

acetone adduct, and initial studies on macroalgae as a reagent. It was found that recycling cellulose 

increased 5-HMF substantially, increasing total furan yield to approximately 65%. This strongly 

suggests that leftover cellulose is still compatible for conversion, and that continuous or semi-

continuous systems may further improve the yield. Production of 5-HMF acetone adduct in a “one-

pot” reaction from cellulose was also tested, and it was found that low levels of adduct product 

were produced. Surprisingly, it seems as if 5-HMF production was enhanced in the presence of 

acetone, which did not conform to expectations, as it was anticipated that 5-HMF would be 

converted into the adduct. Finally, an attempt was made to convert algae into 5-HMF, which led to 

a yield of 2-4% as a function of dry weight. Without validation of the carbohydrate content it is 

impossible to calculate the theoretical yield, but it is clear that the particular batch of algae used in 

this experiment was not suitable for 5-HMF production using the method described in Chapter 4. 

This thesis work was very difficult to conduct at an experimental level for a variety of 

reasons. The safety considerations of performing reactions at 200 oC in an oil bath using pressures 

as high as 15 MPa are substantial. There are also important limitations on the range of experiments 

that could actually be attempted given the instrumentation available, as temperatures above 200 oC 
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or pressures above 15 MPa were not possible. It was also impossible to sample experiments while 

in progress. This adds to the time investment and the difficulty in interpreting data. There also 

seems to be high variation within results involving cellulose. Experiments completed with the 

strictest consistency possible still often had noticeable variation in yield. It is unclear exactly why 

such variation was found, but it seemed impossible to eliminate this inconsistency given the 

available instrumentation.  

In addition, the performance of the reaction seems to be governed by solvent dynamics that 

are not easily studied. The literature available on the phase behavior of water-THF-CO2 systems at 

extreme temperatures and pressures is quite limited, making it very difficult to predict the number 

of phases in the reaction vessel. This limitation is crucial, as it makes explaining the underlying 

behavior difficult. We may have an idea of which temperatures and pressures lead to higher yield, 

but it is not clear why. Without an explanation of how a given set of conditions led to a higher or 

lower yield, it is very difficult to identify how to move forward. CO2 is a particularly hard case, as 

changes in CO2 pressure influences both pH and phase behavior simultaneous. Without a more 

robust phase behavior data it is very difficult to justify the role each factor plays in changes 

Finally, the side products within the reaction were an aspect that was very difficult to study, 

for a variety of reasons. The two most common classes of side products are humic polymers and 

organics acids. Humic polymers are challenging to study as they would form a solid mass of 

complex composition. Even simple gravimetry is difficult as the humic solids are difficult to 

collect, transfer, and weigh in a manner that is sufficiently scientifically rigorous. Organic acids 

have their own analytical challenges. These small molecules are very difficult to accurately 

quantitate or purify due to their low absorbance with a UV detector, and the diversity of side 

products. Progress in 5-HMF research will likely require some innovation in respect to alternative 

methods to analyze one or both of these common side-products. 
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While this thesis project has concluded, there is work that remains to be done on the 

conversion of cellulose to 5-HMF. As has been stressed above, it is necessary to have high quality 

information on the phase behaviour of water-CO2-THF systems at high temperature and pressure. 

Specifically, it is necessary to know the conditions when the system is triphasic or biphasic. With 

this knowledge, it may be possible to select the solvent, pressure, and temperature conditions that 

are most conducive to high 5-HMF yield. Without this, any research on the subject will be 

essentially trial-and-error, meaning that progress will be slow. While detailed information on phase 

behavior is necessary for improving 5-HMF yield in standard experiments, there are a range of 

related projects that are worth investigation. The results of the recycle reactions described in 

Section 5.2 seem particularly promising, especially if continuous methodologies can be developed. 

It is also possible that by investigating the process conditions best suited for 5-HMF production in 

a continuous system could provide insight into how to improve 5-HMF yield in single-run 

experiments. Beyond this, it seems necessary to test if CO2-catalysis is appropriate for cellulosic 

biomass conversion. While the preliminary tests I conducted on algal biomass were very limited, 

there is still a concern that the CO2-catalyzed production of 5-HMF from biomass is simply 

untenable. There is not yet enough experimental data to make any conclusions on the subject, but 

the fact that initial trails were not effective suggests that adapting the method for use with biomass 

will not be trivial. A final area in need to substantial attention is furan purification. Isolating 5-

HMF and furfural from the reaction mixture will not be trivial given the mix of side-products that 

are formed. Not only must the purity be sufficiently high to be used in biofuel production, but the 

environmental and economic costs of the purification must be low to be attractive for commercial 

use. 

Ultimately, less progress was made on this project than had been hoped as a result of the 

issues outlined here, as well as frequent technical difficulties. It had been anticipated that significant 

progress could be made in identifying conditions suitable for conversion of biomass, but it seems 
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as if this will need to wait for follow-up studies. While it is somewhat unsatisfactory to finish a 

project before the anticipated goals are reached, a good deal was learned in the process. It was 

shown that CO2 could be used to catalyze the production of 5-HMF. It was also shown that THF 

was well suited for CO2-catalyzed conversion of cellulose, and that 200 oC and 10 MPa of CO2 lead 

to higher 5-HMF yield than other conditions tested. In order to progress this body of research 

further, it is hoped that future researchers could find innovative ways to tackle these research 

problems that avoid the challenges encountered in the course of this project. 
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Appendix 1 

Advances in microalgal lipid extraction for biofuel production: a review 

This is a reproduction of a review article published in Biofuel, Bioproducts, and Biorefining of the 

same name (12:1118–1135 (2018); DOI: 10.1002/bbb). The authors were Jesse Harris, Kelsey 

Viner, Pascale Champagne, and Philip G. Jessop 

 

A1.0 Abstract 

Algal biomass is an attractive feedstock for sustainable biofuel production because of its 

high growth rate and the fact that it does not compete with food crops. This review examines 

progress made in the processing and extraction of microalgal lipids as feedstocks for algae-derived 

biofuels. The discussion focuses on lipid extraction processes but also mentions drying, cell 

disruption, and transesterification processes because of their potential effect on the extraction 

process, and because of the possibility of performing them simultaneously with extraction. Some 

of the common themes discussed include the benefits of utilizing wet microalgal biomass, 

combining process steps (process intensification), and the importance of considering the entire life 

cycle when assessing the ‘greenness’ of a technology. Lipid extraction technologies will need to be 

improved for microalgal bio- fuels to compete effectively with fossil fuels, particularly through the 

development of energy-efficient extraction methods and the adaptation of these methods for large-

scale production. 

 

A1.1 Introduction 

Petroleum-derived fuels have been the focus of increasing concerns from both an economic 

and an environmental perspective. Their prices can fluctuate substantially, their supply is dwindling 
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in the long term, and their use is having a massive environ- mental impact in the form of 

greenhouse-gas emissions. There is increasing agreement between public, political and scientific 

communities that renewable, safe, and afford- able alternatives to petroleum fuels should be sought. 

Biomass-derived fuels (biofuels) have been proposed as greener and more sustainable 

alternatives to petroleum-based fuels. They could be greener and more sustainable (Durrett et al., 

2008). One potential feedstock for next-generation biofuels is microalgae, as they are an excellent 

source of lipids that can be readily converted to biofuel through various techniques (Ferrell and 

Sarisky Reed, 2010). A simplified overall scheme of microalgal biodiesel production is illustrated 

in Fig. 1. The processing steps are generally undertaken separately and sequentially, although some 

methods have been developed that combine two or more process steps. For example, microwave-

assisted extraction combines cell disruption and solvent extraction. This review primarily focuses 

on methods for the extraction of lipids from microalgae; however, since methods of drying, cell 

disruption, and transesterification can have significant implications on the solvent extraction 

process, they are also briefly described. 

The topics of microalgal cultivation and harvesting do not fall under the purview of this 

review, as they have been extensively reviewed elsewhere (Sharma et al., 2006; Milledge and 

Heaven et al., 2013; Ge et al., 2017; Zhu, 2015; Barros et al., 2015; Japar et al., 2017) There are, 

however, important considerations to bear in mind related to microalgal strain cultivation before 

discussing lipid extraction approaches. Unlike a chemical feedstock that is unaffected by its origin, 

the extraction of microalgal lipids is influenced by biological variables, such as species and 

cultivation conditions. The choice of microalgal species and growth conditions will also have a 

large impact on the final lipid content (Sharma et al., 2006; Ge et al., 2017; Griffiths and Harrison, 

2009) For example, nitrogen deprivation during growth can increase the lipid content of microalgae 

at the expense of reduced biomass productivity (Sharma et al., 2006). Nitrogen limitation will also 

increase the resistance of the microalgae to cell disruption through thickening of the cell wall 
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triggered by cellular stress (Yap et al., 2016). Studies focused on microalgal lipid extraction often 

do not describe growth conditions in detail, making it difficult to assess or reproduce the effects of 

microalgal cultivation on lipid content or ease of extraction. It is, therefore, also difficult to 

meaningfully compare lipid yields achieved in different studies that utilized different cultivation 

conditions, as the effect of changes in biomass composition will alter the results. 

In addition, many studies do not report the composition of lipid extracts or the total lipid 

content of the microalgae. Methods such as solid phase extraction are useful for ensuring the 

reported yields of lipid extracts is not artificially high due to the extraction of unwanted components 

such as ceramides and pigments (Yap et al., 2016). If controls such as this are not performed then 

it is very difficult to determine whether the reported yield is accurate, or how it might compare to 

reports from other researchers. A detailed critique of the analytical methods and experimental 

standards used within the microalgae biofuel literature is beyond the scope of this review, but it 

should be noted that inconsistency within the field remains an obstacle. 

The effective extraction of lipids from microalgal bio- mass is an important step in the 

production of biodiesel. Unfortunately, improvements in extraction technology are necessary for 

the commercialization of microalgal biofuel (Halim et al., 2012; Zhu, 2015) Chisti provided a 

detailed review of the major challenges (Chisti, 2013). While he pointed to limitations in microalgal 

cultivation as the most important obstacle in commercialization of microalgal biofuel, he also 

explained that inexpensive and low-energy extraction methods are required. Of the challenges 

identified, three major concerns pertaining to extraction were raised: environmental impact, energy 

demands, and economic costs. This review endeavors to assess the viability of different extraction 

strategies in the context of these objectives. 
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Figure A1.1 - Overview of the production of biodiesel from microalgae. This review focuses on processes shown in 

green. Inputs into the biofuel production pathway are shown with blue arrows, waste streams are shown with red arrows, 

the product stream is shown with a green arrow, and potential recycle streams are shown with dashed lines. 

 

• Environmental impact: Any method for microalgal biofuel production should have an improved 

environ- mental impact compared to fossil fuels. Greenhouse gas emissions, toxicity of reagents 

and waste products, and environmental costs upstream of the extraction step (e.g. synthesis of 

extracting solvents) constitute most of the environmental impact of the extraction process. 

• Energy demand: The use of electricity is an important concern from both environmental and 

economic perspectives. One useful concept for understanding the energy usage in biofuel 

production is the energy ratio. The energy ratio is a measure of the energy productivity of a given 

process, comparing the energy produced by consuming the fuel to the energy consumed in its 

production: 

 

For a fuel to be economically and environmentally sustainable it must produce more energy than it 

consumes. Energy ratio estimates reported to date show that microalgal biofuel production 
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processes remain energy inefficient and, in many cases comprise of energy-intensive steps in the 

production of microalgal biofuel (e.g. drying, solvent recovery) (Khoo et al., 2011). This must be 

improved to make microalgal biofuels an economically competitive option. We are unable to 

comment on the exact energy ratio of each technology discussed here but methods with one or more 

energy-intensive steps are unlikely to have a desirable energy ratio. Extraction methods that collect 

microalgal lipids with low energy inputs and can be more easily scaled to an industrial level would 

be most attractive. 

• Economic costs: Microalgal biofuel production approaches will ultimately need to be both 

environ- mentally friendly and cost-effective. Economic assessments of microalgal biofuel to date 

have typically indicated that they will have difficulty competing with traditional fuels (Quinn and 

Davis, 2015). Process optimization should lead to lower costs, but approaches that require the use 

of specialized equipment or expensive solvents will not likely be rapidly commercialized. 

 

A1.1.1 Dewatering and drying 

Conventional lipid extraction methods require dried bio- mass because residual water 

hinders mass transfer of the lipids from the microalgal cell, which decreases the efficiency of lipid 

extraction (Chen et al., 2015). Water removal requires two separate steps: dewatering, which is the 

removal of the microalgal biomass from the aqueous growth medium, and drying, which is the 

removal of water held within the biomass slurry. Although removing water from microalgal 

biomass improves lipid extraction efficiency, drying the biomass is energy intensive. One life-cycle 

assessment, performed by Sander and Murthy, assessed the energy requirements for producing 

biodiesel from microalgae using processing data available in the literature (Sander and Murthy, 

2010). This study reported that the drying step accounts for approximately 70% of the required 

energy input for microalgal biodiesel production when filter press or centrifugation dewatering is 
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used in conjunction with hexane extraction (Sander and Murthy, 2010). Other studies have found 

that the total energy cost of processing wet microalgae to biodiesel without drying is less than half 

the energy required than when a drying step is included (Lardon et al., 2009). A number of 

extraction methods that utilize microalgal slurries, and thus do not require complete drying of the 

microalgal biomass, have been developed in recent years (Kanda et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013; 

Boonnoun et al., 2016; Saga et al., 2015). Methods and challenges associated with dewatering and 

drying microalgae have been reviewed elsewhere (Chen et al., 2015; Uduman et al., 2010). 

Table A1.1 – Summary of popular cell disruption techniques. 

Method  Mechanism of action  References  

Mechanical 

disruption  

Tools such as bead beaters, mortar and pestle, or high-

pressure homogenizers are used to mechanically disrupt 

algae cells.  

Lee et al., 2010 

Halim et al., 2012 

Montalescot et al., 2015 

Wang et al., 2015 

Enzyme-

assisted 

extraction  

Proteins such as lysozyme or cellulase digest cell 

components, allowing lipids to be more easily extracted.  
Sheng et al., 2011 

Pulsed 

electric 

field  

High-voltage electric fields are used to generate holes in 

cell membranes, allowing cell contents to be released.  

Kempkes et al., 2011 

Bodennec et al., 2000 

Joannes et al., 2015  

Osmotic 

shock  

Rapid changes in solute concentration cause cell osmotic 

stress to microalgae cells, causing them to rupture.  

Yoo et al., 2012 

Byreddy et al., 2015  

 

A1.3 Cell disruption 

Lipid recovery from microalgae, wet or dry, is often improved by implementing a cell 

disruption prior to or simultaneously with lipid extraction. Although cell disruption can be 

enhanced by changing cultivation conditions, a mechanical or chemical step is usually necessary 

to achieve sufficient cell lysis for lipid extraction (Vigh and Joo, 1985; Vigh et al., 1985). Cell 
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disruption methods can improve the overall environmental impact and cost efficiency of microalgal 

processing by reducing solvent requirements. 

A full review of cell disruption methods is beyond the scope of this review. A number of 

the methods involving cell disruption have been described in detail elsewhere (Muarak et al., 2015; 

Kumar et al., 2015; Gerken et al., 2013; Show et al., 2015; Doucha and Lívansky, 2008). Some of 

the most popular methods are summarized in Table 1. Select cell disruption methods that are 

performed simultaneously with extraction are discussed below. 

 

A1.2 Lipid extraction 

Cell disruption can effectively liberate microalgal lipids from biomass for the production 

of microalgal biofuel, but an extraction step is required to separate the neutral lipids and fatty acids 

from the cellular matrix and water. However, methods relying on conventional solvent systems for 

lipid extraction have struggled to meet economic and environmental requirements (Halim et al., 

2011). A number of recent studies have investigated extraction methods that rely on alternative 

solvent systems such as supercritical CO2 (scCO2), liquid CO2 (lCO2), gas-expanded liquids, ionic 

liquids (ILs) and switchable solvents. The rationale behind each approach, as well as recent 

advances and challenges in the field are discussed in the following sections. 

 

A1.2.1 Conventional organic solvent extraction  

Early methods of microalgal lipid extraction relied on conventional organic solvents. An 

ideal solvent for this process would be specific towards neutral lipids (NLs) and have a high 

volatility to minimize energy distillation costs when separating the lipids from the solvent following 

extraction (Molina-Grima et al., 2013). The extraction of lipids from the microalgal biomass can 

be performed using polar organic solvents such as methanol, acetone, and ethanol, as well as low-
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polarity organic solvents such as hexane, benzene, toluene, diethyl ether, ethyl acetate, and 

chloroform. Low- polarity organic solvents alone are unable to extract NLs effectively as they 

cannot access those that form strong hydrogen bonds with the polar lipids associated with the cell 

wall (Tang et al., 2016). To access these neutral lipids (NLs), a polar organic solvent must be paired 

with a low-polarity organic co-solvent; the polar organic solvent is intended to disrupt the neutral-

polar lipid complexes and the low-polarity organic solvent aims to solubilize the intracellular NLs. 

Solvent systems containing a mixture of low-polarity and polar organic solvents generally 

maximize the extraction efficiency of NLs (Tang et al., 2016). 

In 1956, Folch used a 2:1 v:v mixture of chloroform:methanol to extract lipids from animal 

tis- sues; this became known as the Folch method (Folch et al., 1957). In 1959, the Bligh and Dyer 

method was developed using a 2:1:0.8 by volume mixture of chloroform:methanol:water for total 

lipid extraction and purification (Bligh and Dyer, 1959). When wet tissue is homogenized using a 

mixture of chloroform and methanol, a monophasic system is observed; however, the addition of 

water produces a biphasic system in which the chloroform layer should contain the lipids and the 

methanol-water layer should contain the nonlipids. These two methods are considered the standards 

for conventional organic solvent in the extraction of microalgal lipids. More recent work by 

Hidalgo et al. noted that a 1:3 v:v mixture of chloroform and methanol could extract 98.9% of 

esterifiable lipids from dry Botrycoccus braunii, while a 3:1 mixture of methanol:diethyl ether 

could extract 96.9% of esterifiable lipids without the use of halogenated solvent (Hidalgo et al., 

2016). Unfortunately, diethyl ether, due to its extreme flammability, would be impractical 

industrially. Some researchers have also found that the addition of formic acid can enhance overall 

lipid yield. Kuan et al. examined the extraction of lipids from dry Chlorella protothecoidesis (Kuan 

et al., 2016). A lipid yield of 42% was achieved with a FAME yield of 89% with a 70% 

dichloromethane, 20% formic acid and 10% methanol solvent mixture (v/v). 
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The costs associated with the large-scale extraction of lipids from microalgae by 

conventional solvent systems are unlikely to make these processes economically viable. In addition, 

solvent losses to evaporation represent a liability from environmental, safety and economic 

perspectives. Halogenated organic solvents are unlikely to be used industrially due to 

environmental and health issues such as ozone depletion, groundwater contamination, and 

carcinogenicity. Moreover, most organic solvent and co- solvent extraction methods require large 

volumes of chlorinated, flammable and/or volatile solvents to achieve high lipid yields, which could 

have significant environmental impacts including contamination of the aqueous waste stream and 

the impacts associated with solvent manufacture. Finally, residual water in microalgal slurries 

hinders the mass transfer of lipids from the microalgal cell, which decreases the efficiency of lipid 

extraction; energy-intensive drying is usually performed to avoid this problem (Chen et al., 2015). 

 

A1.2.2 Supercritical CO2 extraction 

Supercritical fluid extractions (SFEs) evolved as an alternative to traditional organic 

solvent-based extraction systems, due to the health and safety concerns and the environmental 

impact associated with organic solvents (Santana et al., 2012). ‘A supercritical fluid (SCF) is a 

compound, mixture or element above its critical temperature and pressure, but below the pressure 

required to condense it into a solid’ (Jessop and Leitner, 2010). Supercritical fluids have a number 

of attractive features as extraction solvents, including the adjustable solvent power of the fluid. 

Carbon dioxide, in particular, has a very low polarity, allowing for the preferential extraction of 

NLs (Mendes et al., 2003). Supercritical fluids also allow for rapid mass transfer, resulting in higher 

total lipid yields and shorter extraction times (Mendes et al., 2003). The crude lipids obtained are 

also free from extraction solvent as any residual SCF evaporates completely after extraction. 
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Supercritical fluid extractions can also be relatively energy efficient if the fluid is not completely 

decompressed as it is separated from the oil (Martin et al., 2015). 

The most commonly used fluid reported to date in SFE studies is scCO2. Supercritical CO2 

presents advantages such as low toxicity, minimal oxidation or thermal degradation of extracts, 

rapid penetration through the cellular matrix, high diffusivity and facile product/solvent separation 

compared to conventional solvent extraction (Li et al., 2014). Moreover, CO2 does not contaminate 

the aqueous phase and does not require distillation to produce a solvent-free extract (Liau et al., 

2010; Sahena et al., 2009; Macías-Sánchez et al., 2015; Mercer and Armenta, 2011). Supercritical 

CO2 is nonpolar and therefore only interacts with a portion of the NLs; specifically, the unbound 

neutral lipids that do not form complexes with the polar lipids present in the cell wall. With the 

addition of a polar co-solvent, affinity towards the NLs that form complexes with polar lipids can 

be enhanced, leading to greater biodiesel production (Halim et al., 2011). Some common co-

solvents are methanol, ethanol, and toluene (Soh and Zimmerman, 2011). 

Other possible SCFs are methanol, ethane, propane, CHF3, they are generally either 

flammable or halogenated and therefore lack the safety and environmental benefits of scCO2. 

Propane and methanol require much higher temperatures. Supercritical H2O has a critical 

temperature that would be too high to be used for extractions (Marshall et al., 1974). 

There are a number of recent studies that have focused on the enhancement of scCO2 

extraction techniques. Taher et al. investigated the scCO2 extraction of lipids from dried 

Scenedesmus sp. for biodiesel production (Taher et al., 2014). The best results were obtained at 50 

MPa, 53 °C, and a continuous scCO2 flow rate of 1.9 g min-1, for a lipid extraction yield of 7.4% 

by dry weight. This study also compared scCO2 extraction to conventional organic solvent and co-

solvent extraction such as Soxhlet, chloroform/methanol, n-hexane and n-hexane/iso-propanol 

extractions. The optimized scCO2 method exhibited the highest yields of both total lipids and 

triacylglycerols (Taher et al., 2014). McKennedy et al. investigated the effects of scCO2 extraction 
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conditions and co-solvent selection on the distribution of the FAMEs recovered from freeze-dried 

N. oculate (McKennedy et al., 2016). They showed that scCO2 with co-solvents such as methanol 

or hexane could effectively extract the lipids beneficial in biofuel production without the need for 

extreme temperatures. Viguera et al. described the effects of operational conditions and water 

contents on the scCO2 extraction of lipids from dry C. protothecoides (Viguera et al., 2016). At 30 

MPa CO2, 70 °C and a flow rate of 72 kg CO2 h-1 kg-1 biomass a maximum lipid yield of 21% was 

achieved, which is among the highest reported for microalgae. It should also be noted that while 

scCO2 is thought to be very energy intensive, there are some reports that scCO2 extraction is fairly 

competitive with conventional extraction methods. Life cycle assessment by Du et al. showed that 

scCO2 extraction of wet algae might be less energy demanding than hexane extraction on either dry 

or wet algae (Du et al., 2015). 

Although scCO2 avoids the use of environmentally dam- aging organic solvents and can 

be removed more easily compared to conventional organic solvent and co-solvent extraction, it still 

requires high capital cost to build and operate equipment for high-pressure conditions. Before this 

extraction technique can be implemented at a commercial scale, the use of such high pressures 

needs to be eliminated. Liquid CO2 and CO2-expanded liquids are two types of related solvents that 

do not require such high pressures. 

 

A1.2.3 Gas-expanded liquid extraction 

CO2-expanded liquids (CXLs) have been used as sol- vents in a variety of applications 

including extractions, separations, as well as reactions such as polymerization of methyl 

methacrylate, or the hydrogenation of unsaturated ketones (Hutchenson et al., 2009; Lin et al., 

2013). Wang and colleagues estimated the relative environmental impact of CXL extraction 

compared to methods such as chloroform/methanol, dichloromethane/methanol, 
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ethanol/cyclohexane and scCO2 extraction given the data available in the literature when extracting 

dry microalgae (Wang et al., 2016). Extractions using CO2-expanded methanol and CO2-expanded 

ethanol had the least environmental impact of the methods studied with respect to energy 

consumption, carbon footprint, and environmental toxicity when extracting lipids from a dry 

microalgal species (Du et al., 2015). Moreover, another LCA conducted by Collotta et al. compared 

the extraction of a dry microalgae using a conventional solvent-based extraction system 

(chloroform:methanol), a nonexpanded methanol in a flow-through reactor and CO2-expanded 

methanol (CXM) in a flow-through reactor (Collotta et al., 2017). The CXM demonstrated the 

lowest environmental impact in all categories tested, including climate change human health, 

human toxicity, particulate matter formation, and freshwater eutrophication. 

The use of CXLs for the extraction of lipids from natural products, such as microalgae, is 

a relatively new field of study with limited research available. The primary benefits of CXLs 

compared to scCO2 are the greater tunability of the physicochemical properties of the liquid 

solvents, such as polarity and solubilizing power, and the much lower pressure requirements. This 

was shown in trials conducted by Paudel et al. examining the use of CXM for lipid extraction from 

freeze-dried B. braunii (Paudel et al., 2015). It was found that CXM at 35 °C and 7.2 MPa extracted 

lipids with a yield of 24% on a microalgae dry mass basis, when the w/w ratio of methanol to dry 

mass of microalgae was 7:1. Moreover, CXLs offer environmental benefits compared to traditional 

organic solvents, including substantial volume replacement of organic solvents with environ- 

mentally benign CO2, and process safety advantages such as reduced flammability associated with 

the presence of CO2 in the vapor phase (Subramaniam et al., 2010). Further work will be required 

to assess the potential of this technology for microalgal lipid extraction, specifically in terms of 

environmental impact and energy cost. 
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A1.2.4 Liquid CO2 extraction 

The high capital costs of scCO2 are primarily due to the requirement for high-pressure 

equipment and represent a major limitation for this technology (Liau et al., 2010). Liquid CO2 

extraction has emerged as a possible substitute, requiring lower temperatures and pressures than 

scCO2 extraction while avoiding the toxic or flammable organic solvents employed in conventional 

solvent extraction systems. For example, in order to obtain a density of 0.8 g mL-1, high enough for 

acceptable solubilizing power, scCO2 at 50 °C would require a pressure of 21 MPa while lCO2 at 

25 °C would only require 9 MPa (NIST, 2016). Because liquid CO2 has a low polarity compared 

to most organic solvents, it can exhibit higher selectivity towards the NLs that are most desirable 

for biodiesel production, and minimize the simultaneous extraction of polar lipids, which are less 

desirable in biodiesel production (Crampon et al., 2013; Moyler, 1993). Unfortunately, there is only 

a limited number of studies on the topic of microalgal lipid extraction using lCO2. Paudel et al. 

found that lCO2 extraction conducted on freeze-dried B. braunii at 6.8 MPa and 25 °C led to a lipid 

yield of 19% on a dry mass basis (Paudel et al., 2015). Chen et al. demonstrated that high yields 

(90% of available lipids) could be achieved with lCO2 in a continuous lipid extraction from a slurry 

of pre-dried commercial microalgae rich in docosahexaenoic acid (DHA; an omega-3 fatty acid) 

under pressures of up to 20 MPa (Chen et al., 2013). Although these initial results are promising, 

more experimental studies will be needed to assess the efficacy of lCO2 technology. 

 

A1.2.5 Ionic liquids as extraction solvents 

Ionic liquids are organic salts that melt below 100 °C and are typically composed of large 

organic cations coupled with smaller anions (Baumann et al., 2006; Wahidin et al., 2016; Choi et 

al., 2014). Their thermal stability, synthetic flexibility, nonvolatility, nonflammability, and 

recyclability have positioned them as alternatives to traditional organic solvents in microalgal lipid 
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extraction (Choi et al., 2014; Huddleston et al., 2001). Orr and Rehmann recently provided a 

comprehensive review of research completed in the field, which showed that some IL are able to 

extract as much as 90–100% of available lipids from dry or wet microalgae (Orr and Rehmann, 

2016). Although ILs appear to be effective at extracting high lipid yields, there are concerns that 

their use as a solvent for industrial-scale algal biofuel applications may be unrealistic due to their 

environmental and economic costs (Zhang et al., 2008). Many ILs are not particularly hazardous to 

humans but their production requires many synthetic steps, uses toxic and/or volatile reagents and 

solvents, and is far more environmentally damaging than the manufacture of conventional solvents 

(Zhang et al., 2008; Jessop, 2011). Moreover, there is uncertainty regarding the potential 

environmental impacts of ILs, including toxicity, thermal decomposition, and hydrolysis during 

usage, difficulty of recovery, and resistance to thermal degradation (Zhang et al., 2008). Some ILs 

with much simpler and more efficient syntheses have been reported, offering hope that more 

economically viable and environ- mentally sound ILs may become available for algal lipid 

extraction. For example, George et al. examined the design of low-cost ILs for lignocellulosic 

biomass pretreatment (George et al., 2015). They showed that, as a result of the large reduction in 

synthetic steps (from 30 steps to 7), the synthesis of protic ILs, especially [HNEt3][HSO4], have 

the potential to exhibit a lower environmental footprint due to reductions in waste byproducts, 

solvent losses, energy usage, and CO2 generation. Although the potential for ILs in lipid extraction 

is alluring, it is likely that more progress will need to be made in the synthesis of ILs before they 

are able to meet environmental and economic standards. 

 

A1.2.6 Switchable solvents for extraction 

Switchable solvents, also known as reversible or smart solvents, can reversibly change their 

properties upon application or removal of a trigger (Jessop et al., 2005; Jessop, 2015). Jessop et al. 
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invented switchable-polarity solvents (SPSs) that can switch from a low polarity to a high polarity 

IL when exposed to CO2 (trigger) (Phan et al., 2008). Many solutes are selectively soluble in either 

the low-polarity or high-polarity solvent (Jessop et al., 2005). The polarity of the solvent can be 

reversed by removing the CO2, achieved by heating or sparging the solution with a nonacidic gas 

(air, N2 or Ar gas). There are three classes of SPSs. Two-component SPSs consist of a base with an 

alcohol (Scheme 1(a)) or base with an amine (Scheme 1(b)), while single component SPSs use a 

primary or secondary amine (Scheme 1(c)) (Jessop et al., 2005; Jessop, 2015; Yamada et al., 2007). 

In the case of microalgal lipid extraction, the lipids (which are low polarity) are dissolved 

in the low polarity form of the SPS (Du et al., 2013). Subsequently, the addition of CO2 causes the 

SPS to change to its high polarity form when a cation-anion pair is formed (Du et al., 2013). This 

causes the SPS to separate from the lipids, which can then be collected and further processed (Du 

et al., 2013). Although any of the three classes of SPS can be used in lipid extractions, 

amidine/alcohol SPSs are poorly suited for lipid extraction from wet biomass. Samori et al. found 

that SPSs of the amidine/alcohol class could extract lipids to a higher extent than hexane from 

microalgal slurries and dried samples of B. braunii (Samorì et al., 2010). They reported that 1,8-

diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene/octanol exhibited the highest lipid yields from freeze-dried micro- 

algal samples (16% on a dry mass basis). However, the yield decreased by half when microalgal 

slurries were used. This limitation is particular to amidine/alcohol SPSs. Amidine/ amine or 

secondary amine type SPSs do not exhibit the same decreases in yield when extractions are 

performed on microalgal slurries (Du et al., 2013). 
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Figure A1-2 - Three classes of SPSs: (a) two-component SPS, consisting of an alcohol and a base such as an amidine or 

guanidine, (b) two-component SPS, consisting of a primary amine and a base such as an amidine or guanidine, and (c) a 

single-component SPS, N-ethylbutylamine (Du et al., 2013). 

 

Secondary and primary amines can act as single-component SPSs as they form liquid 

carbamate salts when exposed to CO2 at atmospheric pressure (Scheme 1(c)) (Du et al., 2013). 

Unlike the amidine/alcohol SPS, secondary amine SPSs function in the presence of water, as shown 

in the work of Du et al. who used single-component SPSs to extract lipids directly from microalgal 

slurries of Desmodesmus sp (Du et al., 2013). They obtained a 17% lipid yield, on a dry mass basis, 

using N-ethylbutylamine. An LCA was also conducted to compare methods for the extraction of 

lipids from microalgal slurries using hexane extraction of dry and wet microalgae, scCO2 extraction 
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of dry and wet microalgae, as well as CO2-switchable solvent extraction of wet microalgae (Samorì 

et al., 2010). Using literature data to simulate the energy costs of each method, the authors predict 

that a significant positive energy balance for lipid extraction could only be achieved using 

switchable solvent extractions (Samorì et al., 2010). While it is necessary to demonstrate these 

findings experimentally, this research suggests that CO2-switchable solvents make it possible to 

produce energy-positive biodiesel. 

Another class of switchable solvents are switchable- hydrophilicity solvents (SHSs) 

(Jessop et al., 2010; Jessop et al., 2011). An SHS is defined as a solvent that can be reversibly 

converted between a hydrophobic form that produces a biphasic mixture with water, and a 

hydrophilic form that is miscible with water (Scheme 2). The switch to the hydrophilic form is 

achieved by the introduction of CO2 at 1 bar while the reverse is achieved by the removal of CO2 

(Jessop et al., 2010; Jessop et al., 2011). In the case of microalgal lipid extraction, an SHS in its 

hydrophobic form can extract lipids from microalgae, after which it will be switched to its 

hydrophilic form upon the addition of carbonated water. The solvent will then partition out of the 

lipids phase and into the water. After separating out the lipids, the CO2 is flushed away with N2 or 

air causing the solvent to become hydrophobic and separate from the water. Moreover, as SHSs 

can be removed from the products by a carbonated water wash, rather than distillation, there is no 

need for SHSs to be volatile, hence, most are nonflammable (Boyd et al., 2012). Boyd et al. used 

N,N- dimethylcyclohexylamine to extract lipids from freeze- dried B. braunii (Boyd et al., 2012). 

The crude lipid fraction contained high concentrations of long chain mono-, di- and triglycerides 

without phospholipids. N,N-Dimethylcyclohexylamine extracted up to 22% crude lipid on a 

microalgae dry mass basis. 
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Figure A1-3 - N,N-Dimethylcyclohexylamine is an example of an SHS (Boyd et al., 2010) 

 

Overall, switchable solvent extraction methods are promising in terms of environmental 

impact and energy efficiency, but require more study. At present, there have been no reports testing 

the effectiveness of switchable solvent extraction beyond the bench scale. Research focusing on 

SPS and SHS extraction optimization and scale up is necessary to determine their viability in 

commercial applications. 

 

A1.3 Simultaneous cell disruption and extraction 

Several methods have been proposed that combine the cell disruption and lipid extraction 

steps of microalgal biofuel production. There are several economic and environmental advantages 

to combining process steps (process intensification), including reduced capital costs and energy 

savings. A 2017 review by Lam and colleagues, which focused on the industrialization of 

microalgal bioprocessing, concluded that current downstream processing methods were too 

expensive (Lam et al., 2017). They found that, in a typical microalgae biofuel production method, 

50–60% of the total costs are associated with downstream processing, while industrially successful 

bioproducts typically have 20–40% of their costs associated with downstream processing (Lam et 

al., 2017). The group suggests simplifying process steps and developing methods that require fewer 

unit operations (Lam et al., 2017). Improving technologies for efficient simultaneous disruption 
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and extraction is one potential approach to achieve this goal. Some of the most common methods 

for simultaneous disruption and extraction are summarized below. 

 

A1.3.1 Microwave-assisted extraction (MAE) 

Microwave-assisted extraction (MAE) has been extensively studied for the purpose of 

extracting medicinal compounds from plants (Pan et al., 2002; Pan et al., 2003; Mandal et al., 2007). 

Although the technology is well established in other fields, research applying micro- wave 

technology to lipid extraction for biofuel production from microalgae was introduced in 2011 

(Balasubramanian et al., 2011). The principle behind the method involves a rapid oscillation of 

molecules within an electric field, causing friction, and there- fore heat. Rapid heating causes cell 

membranes to rupture, which allows desirable cell materials to be more readily extracted (Choi et 

al., 2006). With the assistance of an extraction solvent, the microwave cell disruption and extraction 

steps generally take place simultaneously. 

A number of studies reported the use of MAE for simultaneous cell disruption and lipid 

extraction. A 2013 study by Iqbal and Theegala examined the use of biodiesel as an extraction 

solvent during MAE (Iqbal and Theegala, 2013). It was found that extracting wet Nannochloropsis 

sp. with 40% biodiesel in ethanol at 120 °C could exceed the lipid yields obtained through 

conventional Soxhlet extraction. Pan and co- workers utilized the IL [BMIM][HSO4] as an 

extractant while performing MAE on C. sorokiniana, N. salina, and Galdieria sulphuraria (Pan et 

al., 2016). The IL assisted in the dissolution of the cell membrane in conjunction with the 

microwave heating. The authors reported almost twentyfold, four- fold and twelvefold increases in 

yields from dry C. sorokiniana, N. salina and G. sulphuraria, respectively, when using microwave 

heating compared to oil-bath heating (at 120 °C). In an effort to assess the energy balance of MAE, 

Ali and Watson performed extractions on N. oculta slurries (77% water content) using ethanol and 
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hexane as extraction solvents over a range of times and energy levels (Ali and Watson, 2015). They 

demonstrated that using 5 min of 1021 W microwave irradiation would contribute < 1% to the 

energy input, while increasing lipid extraction threefold in comparison with a control.  

A1.3.2 Ultrasound-assisted extraction (UAE)  

In the fields of biochemistry and molecular biology, sonication has long been used as a 

method of cell disruption. This process works by generating high-frequency sound waves that cause 

bubbles to form and collapse rapidly within the sample. This phenomenon, known as cavitation, 

imparts mechanical stress on the cells through shear force and shock waves, which cause the 

breakdown of the cell membrane and allow lipids to escape. The use of ultrasound-assisted 

extraction (UAE) as a means of microalgal cell disruption has risen in popularity in the research 

community since 2010 (D’Oca et al, 2011; Adam et al., 2012; Yamamoto et al., 2015; Ferreira et 

al., 2016). In UAE, the sonication is typically simultaneous with the extraction step, so that lipids 

are released into an extraction solvent.   

Researchers in the field of microalgal UAE have worked to develop sonication techniques 

capable of achieving higher lipid yields and being used at larger scales. Yamamoto et al. found that 

higher frequency sonication resulted in more effective cell disruption. Measuring the energy 

required to disrupt 80% of cells in samples of C. Concordia and D. salina, they found that 

ultrasonication at 1146 kHz required 50% less total energy compared to 864 kHz for C. concordia 

and 20% less energy in the case of D. salina (Yamamoto et al., 2015). This work also showed that 

the energy requirements for cell disruption were tied to cell membrane characteristics (Yamamoto 

et al., 2015). Other researchers, rather than focusing on the use of high frequency sonication, have 

developed UAE methods for use over prolonged periods at lower frequencies for the purpose of 

developing low-energy UAE strategies (Ferreira et al., 2016). D’Oca et al. studied ultrasonication 
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in combination with a variety of solvents such as chloroform:methanol (2:1 v/v mixture), methanol, 

chloroform, ethanol, and hexane for extraction from dry C. pyrenoidosa biomass (D’Oca et al., 

2011). They reported that using chloroform:methanol (2:1 v/v mixture) with ultrasonication 

showed the highest lipid extraction of 19% of total lipids. Adam et al. developed a ‘solvent-free’ 

ultrasonic extraction method, a strategy focused on eliminating the environmental impact and 

economic burden of organic solvents (Adam et al., 2012). Martinez et al. reported the use of 

ultrasonication to improve in situ alkaline transesterification, demonstrating that ester content in 

the extract could be improved from 63.6% to 97.6% (Martínez et al., 2017). Subjecting a 5% 

microalgal suspension in aqueous media to 1000 W of power for 30 min yielded a maximum oil 

recovery of 0.21% (4.2% of the microalgal biomass on a dry-mass basis). Wang and Yuan 

investigated the use of nozzle spraying with ultrasonication, and noted that low concentration 

microalgal suspensions (0.05–0.4%) were well disrupted using this technique (Wang et al., 2015). 

Although currently limited to low-density samples, nozzle spraying with ultrasonication may offer 

a scalable cell disruption method.  

A major concern for both MAE and UAE relates to scalability and energy costs. MAE and 

UAE may be too expensive to be cost-competitive on a commercial scale (Shirsath et al., 2012; 

Ciriminna et al., 2016). Energy use is also a major concern, as large-scale microwave or sonication 

systems may require large amounts of electricity in their operation. Additional scale-up research 

and development is required to determine the viability of such technologies in industrial settings.  

A1.3.3 Surfactant-assisted extraction  

Surfactants are compounds that lower the surface or interfacial tension between a liquid 

and a second phase. They are often used to disrupt cell membranes for the purpose of accessing 

DNA from the microalgal biomass (Fawley and Fawley, 2004). As a result, surfactants have been 
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examined as an alternative approach to disrupt microalgal cell membranes for greater accessibility 

to the intracellular lipids.  

Lai et al. examined a novel method for improving lipid recovery from Scenedesmus sp. 

slurries using surfactants such as myristyltrimethylammonium bromide and 3-

(decyldimethylammonio)-propanesulfonate, which are cationic and zwitterionic surfactants, 

respectively (Lai et al., 2016). Treatment with 50 mmol L−1 surfactant overnight improved lipid 

yield as much as 16-fold over untreated (without surfactant) biomass. Corre et al. measured the 

effect of dodecylbenzene sulfonate and Triton X-100 (anionic and neutral surfactants) on two 

species of dried microalgae, C. vulgaris and C. emersonii. As C. emersonii has a trilaminar sheath 

in addition to a polysaccharidic cell wall, it was nearly unaffected at high concentrations (1 g L−1), 

whereas C. vulgaris, which lacks a trilaminar sheath, exhibited a high sensitivity, especially when 

actively growing cells were tested. A novel approach called the cationic surfactant-based harvesting 

and cell disruption (CSHD) method was studied by Huang & Kim to determine its effectiveness in 

simultaneous microalgal biomass harvesting and cell disruption (Huang et al., 2013). The CSHD 

method exhibited a powerful ability to disrupt the cells; the lipid recovery was increased 133% 

compared to not using CSHD, and it allowed the extraction of up to 100% of the total lipids from 

C. vulgaris slurries (80% water content). Ulloa et al. examined the role of nonionic surfactants 

(0.1–5% concentration) as cell lysis agents on freeze-dried Tetraselmis suecica (Ulloa et al., 2012). 

Among the Tween and Triton X series, Triton X-114 was shown to possess the best lytic effect.  

A major advantage of surfactant treatment is that it allows for the extraction of lipids from 

microalgal slurries at room temperature, which removes the energy cost associated with the heating 

and drying of the biomass during the extraction process (Huang et al., 2013). It also does not need 

to be paired with halogenated organic solvents for efficient extraction. A disadvantage of surfactant 
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treatment is that the concentration of surfactant must be above the critical micelle concentration, 

with trace amounts being insufficient. Moreover, the surfactant contaminates the water phase and 

needs to be recovered, but the recovery process of the surfactant is often difficult 

(Tharapiwattoananon et al., 1996) Advances in surfactant-assisted extraction of microalgae will 

likely rely on new research in surfactant selection and recovery.  

A1.4 Simultaneous extraction and transesterification  

After isolation of algal lipids, they are generally converted to fatty acid methyl esters 

(FAMEs), which are the primary molecules found in biodiesel. Two reactions occur simultaneously 

for this conversion – esterification converts the algal free fatty acids into FAMEs and 

transesterification converts mono-, di-, and triglycerides into FAMEs. These reactions are relatively 

simple and are rapidly performed under mild conditions (Park et al., 2015). The most interesting 

development in this area relates to the use of direct transesterification, a process that combines lipid 

extraction and transesterification in a single step (Griffiths et al., 2010; Ehimen et al., 2010). It 

converts saponifiable lipids, which include fatty acids and triglycerides, by esterification/ 

transesterification directly to FAMEs in situ (Griffiths et al., 2010). This method reduces energy 

consumption and costs as well as the process steps required to produce biodiesel from microalgae. 

It uses methanol and an acid catalyst on microalgal biomass rather than the lipid extract (Griffiths 

et al., 2010). Methanol is used both to extract lipids from the microalgal biomass and to participate 

in the acid-catalyzed transesterification reaction to produce FAMEs. As with more conventional 

methods, post-transesterification purification and residual biomass removal are required to purify 

and isolate the desired FAMEs for use in biodiesel (Halim et al., 2012). 
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Table A1.2 Summary of challenges for extraction methods 
Method  Environmental impact  Energy requirements  Industrial applications  

Conventional 
solvents  

-  Ozone depletion  
-  Acidification  
-  Groundwater contamination  
-  Use of halogenated 
(flammable/volatile) organic solvents  

- Distillation/heating of solvents  
- Drying of microalgae  

- There are reports at 
larger scale (Table 3)  
- Use of dried algae to 
achieve high lipid yields  

Super critical CO2  - Requires CO2 (Greenhouse Gas)  
- Distillation/heating of solvents if 
paired with co-solvent  
- High-pressure conditions (20–30 
MPa)  

- There are reports at 
larger scale (Table 3)  
- High capital cost to build 
and operate equipment for 
high-pressure conditions  

Liquid CO2  - Requires CO2 (Greenhouse Gas)  

- Distillation/heating of solvents if 
paired with co-solvent  
- High-pressure conditions (15 
MPa)  
- Requires cell disruption to 
achieve decent lipid yields  

- No reports at larger scale  
- Low lipid yields  

CXL  - Requires CO2 (Greenhouse Gas)  - Distillation/heating of solvents  

- No reports at larger scale 
- Further studies need to 
be conducted to determine 
barrier to 
commercialization of this 
technology  

Ionic liquids  

- Resistance to thermal degradation 
- Aquatic toxicity  
- Uses toxic and/or volatile reagents 
and solvents for their production 
(these solvents cause ozone 
depletion and groundwater 
contamination)  

- Distillation/heating of solvents 
- Production of solvents requires 
many synthetic steps  

- No reports at larger scale 
- High environmental 
and/or economic costs to 
synthesize and recycle 
ionic liquids  

Switchable solvents  
- Synthesis of solvents can be energy 
intensive or environmentally 
damaging  
- CO2 used in switching  

- Switching and separation of 
solvents could be energy intensive 
at large scale  

- No reports yet at larger 
scale – Possibly high 
capital costs  

Microwave assisted 
extraction  

- MAE itself does not pose 
environmental risk  
- Paired with extraction solvent that 
may be toxic or environmentally 
taxing  

- May be energy intensive at large 
scale  

- Capital investment and 
operational cost to operate 
large microwave reactor 
may be prohibitive  

Ultrasound assisted 
extraction  

- UAE itself does not pose 
environmental risk  
- Paired with extraction solvent that 
may be toxic or environmentally 
taxing  

- Ultrasonication of large volumes 
of microalgae may be energy 
intensive  

- Capital investment and 
operational cost to operate 
large ultrasonication 
equipment may be 
prohibitive  

Surfactant assisted 
extraction  

- Production of surfactants can be 
environmentally taxing  
- Must be paired with other extraction 
techniques  

- Recovery and recycle of 
surfactants may be energy 
intensive  

- No reports at large scale  
- Recovery and reuse of 
surfactants could be 
expensive  
- Requires pairing with 
other extraction techniques  
-Increase in yield may not 
be worth the increase in 
cost  

Simultaneous direct 
transesterification  

- Simultaneous direct 
transesterification itself does not pose 
environmental risk  
- Paired with extraction solvent that 
may be toxic or environmentally 
taxing  

- Typically requires dry micro- 
algae, which is energy intensive to 
produce  

- Typically requires use of 
dry microalgae, which adds 
to capital and operational 
costs  
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The subject of direct transesterification of microalgal biomass was recently reviewed by 

Skorupskaite et al (2016). A major disadvantage to most direct transesterification approaches is the 

need for dry algal powder rather than wet algal biomass. Drying is energy intensive. One study 

reported the single-step conversion of wet Chlorella pyrenoidosa biomass (90 wt% water) to 

biodiesel (Cao et al., 2013). Using conditions of 120 °C and 180 min of reaction time, the biodiesel 

yield reached as high as 93%. Overall, if direct transesterification is to be used commercially, it is 

essential to adapt it for use on wet algal biomass to improve conversion yields to biodiesel and to 

avoid the environmental and economic costs of drying. 

A1.5 Conclusions 

The field of microalgal biofuel has expanded significantly in recent years due to increasing pressure 

to find viable fossil fuel alternatives. However, there is considerable progress to be made, especially 

in the area of microalgal lipid extraction, before microalgae can effectively compete with fossil 

fuels. To improve upon microalgal lipid extraction processes, the following should be considered:  

1. It is unlikely that extraction methods relying on dry microalgae will be commercially viable. The 

energy and economic costs of drying microalgae are too high. Researchers would be well served to 

focus on extraction methods suited for wet microalgae or adapting methods to improve the lipid 

yield from wet microalgae.  

2. Combining process steps is an important strategy for reducing extraction costs. By combining 

steps, such as cell disruption and extraction, capital costs and energy use can be reduced. Some 

research in this field has been done but progress is still limited, so this should be a focus of the 

research community moving forward.  
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3. Life-cycle assessments are important to highlight the true environmental costs associated with 

each lipid extraction method. A number of studies have been performed to assess the environmental 

impact of producing microalgal FAMEs for biodiesel (Collotta et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2017; Jez et 

al., 2017; Gnansounou et al., 2016). Unfortunately, limited data are available for meaningful 

comparisons between the various lipid extraction methods as each study uses different microalgal 

strains, each containing a variable amount of water. Moreover, these microalgal strains are 

cultivated and harvested under different conditions, which give rise to the production of different 

quantities and ratios of lipids and fatty acids. Future work should be concerned with identifying the 

complete environmental impact of a given process and adjusting as necessary to achieve greener 

technology (Tables A1-2 and A1-3). 

A final lesson is the importance of accounting for true environmental costs when 

comparing various lipid extraction methods. Approaches that offer marginal environmental gains 

in one respect at the expense of another do not truly offer a silver bullet in advancing research. 

Trade-offs are obviously necessary, but work must be done to better quantify these trade-offs, so 

that research can be better directed towards methods with the most promise. Unfortunately, limited 

data exist to perform meaningful comparisons between the various lipid extraction methods since 

each study uses different microalgal strains, cultivated and harvested in different ways. Some 

studies have been performed that compare the effectiveness of various extraction methods, although 

these are limited (Gerken et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2010; Dos Santos et al., 2015; Onay et al., 2016). 

Much can be gained from a deeper collaboration between those performing laboratory research and 

those involved in life cycle assessments. This will help guide experimental researchers towards 

environmentally conscious extraction methods, as well as improvements in the quality of life cycle 

assessment data. This type of collaboration will advance the field toward techno-economically 

viable processes with the lowest environmental impact. 
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Table A1-3: Summary of challenges for extraction methods 

Solvent	 Cell	Disruption	 Trans-	

esterification	

Species	 Extraction	Conditions	 References	

Bench	Scale	and	Laboratory	scale	

2:1	v:v	ethyl	acetate:	

methanol	

	

Bead-beating	and	

lyophilization	

prior	

No	 Pavlova	sp.	 -Freeze-dried	microalgae	

-	25	°C	

Cheng	et	al.,	2011	

3:1	v:v	hexanes:	

ethanol	(subcritical	

co-solvent	extraction)	

None	 No	 Nannochloropsis	sp.	 -Wet	microalgae		

-90	°C,	1.4	MPa,	50	min	

Chen	et	al.,	2012	

2:1	v:v	

chloroform:methanol	

Microwave	sim*	 No	 Nannochloropsis	sp.	 -Wet	microalgae	

-5	min	radiation	(500	W)	at	

65	°C	with	methanol	

followed	by	5	min	radiation	

at	65	°C	with	added	

chloroform	

Teo	and	Idris	et	

al.,	2014	

2:1	v:v	methanol:	

chloroform	

Lyophilization	

prior		

Mortar	and	pestle	

prior	

No	 Chlorella	vulgaris	

Chlorella	sorokiniana			

Chlorella	zofingiensis	

-Freeze-dried	microalgae	

-10	min	grinding	MP	

followed	by	stirring	for	30	

Tang	et	al.,	2016	
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Nannochloropsis	

gaditana	

min	and	centrifugation	for	

10	min	

1-butanol	 None	 No	 Chaetoceros	muelleri	

Monoraphidium	

minutum	

-Wet	microalgae	

-90	min	at	~117.7	°C	

Nagle	and	Lemke	

et	al.,	1990	

14	mL/g	

dichloromethane,	2	

mL/g	of	methanol,	4	

mL/g	of	formic	acid	

Formic	acid	cell	

disruption	prior	

No	 Chlorella	

protothecoidesis	

-Dried	microalgae	

-30	min	of	stirring	at	100	°C		

	

Kuan	et	al.,	2016	

1:1	(v/v)	

chloroform:methanol		

Autoclaving	

Bead-beating	

prior	

Microwave	prior	

Sonication	prior	

10%	NaCl	prior	

No	 Botryococcus	sp.	

Chlorella	vulgaris	

Scenedesmus	sp.	

-25	°C	

-Freeze-dried	microalgae	

Lee	et	al.,	2010	

2:1	(v/v)	

dichloromethane:	

methanol	

Ultrasonication	

prior	

Microwave	prior	

No	 Chlorella	sp.	 -Freeze-dried	microalgae	

-25	°C	

Ma	et	al.,	2014	

Supercritical	CO2	

	

None	 No	 Chlorococcum	sp.	 -Dried	microalgae	

-80	min,	30	MPa,	and	80	°C	

Halim	et	al.,	2011	
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None	 No	 Scenedesmus	

dimorphus	

-Wet	microalgae	

-60	min,	41	MPa,	and	100	°C	

Soh	and	

Zimmerman	et	al.,	

2011	

Lyophilization	

prior	

Drying	under	air	

prior	

No	 Nannochloropsis	

oculata	

-Freeze-dried	then	re-wetted	

microalgae	

-60	min,	40	MPa,	and	60	°C	

Crampon	et	al.,	

2013	

None	 No	 Botryococcus	braunii	 -Dried	microalgae	

-150	min,	25	MPa,	and	80	°C	

Santana	et	al.,	

2012	

Grinded	&	

Lyophilization	

prior	

No	 Scenedesmus	sp.	 -Freeze-dried	microalgae	

-50	MPa,	53	°C	

Taher	et	al.,	2014	

Microwave	prior	 No	 Chlorella	

protothecoides	

-Dried	microalgae	

-50	min,	30	MPa,	and	70°C	

Viguera	et	al.,	

2016	

Ultrasonication	

sim	

No	 Pavlova	sp.	 -60	°C,	306	bar,	3	h	

-Freeze-dried	

Cheng	et	al.,	2011	

CO2-expanded	

methanol	

Lyophilization	

prior	

No	 Botryococcus	braunii	 -Freeze-dried	microalgae	

-120	min,	7.2	MPa,	and	35	°C	

Sabramaniam,	

2010	

Liquid	CO2	
	

Lyophilization	

prior	

No	 Botryococcus	braunii	 -Freeze-dried	microalgae	

-120	min,	6.8	MPa,	and	25	°C	

Paudel	et	al.,	2015	
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	[BMIM][BF4]	in	

presence	of	CO2	

None	 No	 Chlorella	vulgaris	 -Wet	microalgae	

-1:1	v:v	algae/[BMIM][BF4],	

110	°C,	0.1	MPa,	1	h	

Yu	et	al.,	2015	

1:1	v:v	

[BMIM][CF3SO3]:meth-

anol	

Lyophilization	

prior	

No	 Chlorella	vulgaris	 -Freeze-dried	microalgae	

-65	°C	for	18	h		

Kim	et	al.,	2012	

[BMIM][MeSO4]	 Lyophilization	

prior	

Ultrasonication	

sim	

No	 Chlorella	vulgaris	 -Freeze-dried	microalgae	

-2	h,	60°C,		

5	mL	of	[BMIM][MeSO4]	

Kim	et	al.,	2013	

1:1	v:v	DBU:octanol	

	

Lyophilization	

prior	

No	 Botryococcus	braunii	 -Freeze-dried	microalgae	

-4	h,	60	°C	

Samorì	et	al.,	2010	

N-ethylbutylamine	 None	 No	 Desmodesmus	sp.	 -Wet	microalgae	

-1:3:4	v:v:v	algae/switchable	

solvent/water,	50	°C	applied	

for	2	h	with	CO2	then	

bubbling	N2	

Du	et	al.,	2013	

N,N-

dimethylcyclohexylam

ine	

Lyophilized	prior	

Sonication	prior	

No	 Botryococcus	braunii	 -Freeze-dried	microalgae	

-3	mL	N,N	–	

dimethylcyclohexylamine,	

60	°C	

Boyd	et	al.,	2012	
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Surfactants	(MTAB,	

3_DAPS)	

None	 No	 Scenedesmus	sp.	 -Wet	microalgae	

-3	mL	of	1:1	v:v	hexane:	

isopropanol,	

50	mM	of	MTAB/3-DAPS,	25	

°C		

Lai	et	al.,	2016	

Hexane,	methanol,	

chloroform,	DMSO	

with	STAC,	SDS,	OS	

and	NS	surfactants	

8	h	autoclave	at	

100	oC	

No	 Nannochloropsis	 -Wet	microalgae	

-25-50	oC	

-1-6	h	

	

Wu	et	al.,	2017	

None	 None	 No	 Nannochloropsis	

oculata	

-Wet	microalgae	

-Photocatalyzed	with	TiO2	

-1-3	h	

Shwetharani	and	

Balakrishna	et	al.,	

2016	

Direct	

transesterification	

	

	

Dried	prior	 Sim	 Chlorella	sp.	 -Dried	microalgae	

-60	mL	methanol,	60	°C	

Skorupskaite	et	

al.,	2016	

None	 Sim	 Nannochloropsis	

gaditana	

-Wet	microalgae	

-Acetyl	chloride	catalyst	(5	%	

v:v	with	respect	to	

methanol),	100	°C,	105	min	

Macías-Sánchez	et	

al.,	2015	

None	 Sim	 Nannochloropsis	sp.	 -Wet	microalgae	 Patil	et	al.,	2011	
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-1:9	v:v	ratio	of	supercritical	

methanol:microalgae,	255	°C,	

for	25	minutes		

Sonication	prior	 Sim	 Chlorella	vulgaris	 -Wet	microalgae	

-1:1	v:v	(20	mL)	of	

chloroform/methanol	for	5	

min	

Tran	et	al.,	2013	

Supercritical	methyl	

acetate	

None	 Sim	 Nannochloropsis	

salina	

-Dry	microalgae	

-240-310	oC	

Patil	et	al.,	2017	
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Pilot	Scale	and	Full	Scale	
Solvent	 Cell	Disruption	 Trans-

esterification	

Species	 Extraction	

Conditions		

References	

n-hexane	

	

Lyophilization	

prior	

Yes	 Unknown	 -Freeze-dried	
microalgae	
-	25	°C	
-	55	L	vessel	of	n-
hexane	

Islam	et	al.,	2014	

	 Dried	prior	 Yes	 Chlorella	protothecoides	 -Dried	microalgae	

-25	°C	

Li	et	al.,	2007	

1:1	(v/v)	

hexane:methanol	

Grinded	&	

Lyophilization	

prior	

Yes	 Tetraselmis	sp.	 -Freeze-dried	

microalgae	

-120	min	

Shin	et	al.,	2018	

2:1	(v/v)	

chloroform:methanol	

Grinded	&	Dried	

prior	

No	 Nannochloropsis	sp.	 -Dried	microalgae	

-25	°C	

Moazami	et	al.,	2012	

1:2	(v/v)	

chloroform:methanol	

Spray-dried	prior	 No	 Nannochloropsis	oceanica	 -Dried	microalgae	

-25	°C	

Zhu	et	al.,	2014	

Supercritical	CO2	 Lyophilization	

prior	

Yes	 Nannochloropsis	granulata	 -	Freeze-dried	

microalgae	

-	180-360	min,	35-55	

MPa,	50-90	oC	

Bjornsson	et	al.,	2012	
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Appendix 2 

Methods of Exploratory Experiments 

This appendix describes the methods used in the course of conducting the exploratory 

experiments discussed in chapter 5. 

 

A2.1 Single-step 5-HMF acetone aldol condensation 

Materials used include cellulose (Sigma), CaCl2 (Mallinckrodt chemical works, 

anhydrous analytical reagent), acetone (Sigma Aldrich, HPLC grade), tetrahydrofuran 

(Fisher scientific, HPLC grade) and methanol (Fisher scientific, HPLC grade). 

Reactions were carried out in a Parr 150 mL high pressure vessel (T316SS, Parr no. 

N4742, modified to 150 mL). Cellulose (0.300 g), CaCl2 (0.300 g), THF (10 mL), acetone 

(10 mL) and distilled water (10 mL) were added to the vessel along with a magnetic stir bar. 

The vessel was then sealed before being pressurized with CO2. All pressure values are based 

on the pressure recorded during the reaction. The mixture was then stirred whilst being 

heated in an oil bath (200 ˚C, measurement taken in the oil bath) and allowed to equilibrate 

for 30 min. 

Following the reaction, the reaction vessel was cooled on ice for 10 min and then allowed 

to equilibrate to room temperature and depressurized. Before the entire sample was collected 

from the reaction vessel and the reactor was rinsed three times using methanol and twice 

with water. The sample and solvent used to rinse the reaction vessel (20 mL) were passed 

through a 0.2 µL filter and made up to 100 mL with HPLC grade methanol. This 100 mL 

sample was further diluted by a factor of 10 for the purpose of HPLC analysis. HPLC 

analysis was performed within 30 min of sample collection and preparation to limit the 

formation of 5-HMF degradation products. 
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Analysis was conducted as described in section A2.4. 

 

A2.2 Recycle Reactions  

Materials used include cellulose (Sigma), CaCl2 (Mallinckrodt chemical works, 

anhydrous analytical reagent), and methanol (Fisher scientific, HPLC grade). 

Reactions were carried out in a Parr 150 mL high pressure vessel (T316SS, Parr no. 

N4742, modified to 150 mL). Cellulose (0.300 g), CaCl2 (0.300 g), THF (20 mL), and 

distilled water (10 mL) were added to the vessel along with a magnetic stir bar. The vessel 

was then sealed before being pressurized with CO2. All pressure values are based on the 

pressure recorded during the reaction. The mixture was then stirred whilst being heated in 

an oil bath (200 ˚C, measurement taken in the oil bath) and allowed to equilibrate for 30 

min. 

Following the reaction, the reaction vessel was cooled on ice for 10 min and then allowed 

to equilibrate to room temperature and depressurized. The organic would be removed from 

the vessel. The organic layer would then be passed through a 0.2 µL filter and made up to 

100 mL with HPLC grade methanol. This 100 mL sample was further diluted by a factor of 

10 for the purpose of HPLC analysis. HPLC analysis was performed within 30 min of 

sample collection and preparation to limit the formation of 5-HMF degradation products. 

20 mL of THF would then be added to the aqueous layer, and the reaction would then be 

repeated. 

Analysis was conducted as described in section A2.4. 
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A2.3 Production of 5-HMF from biomass 

Materials used include dried and powdered Scenedesmus sp. (NRC), CaCl2 (Mallinckrodt 

chemical works, anhydrous analytical reagent), acetone (Sigma Aldrich, HPLC grade), 

tetrahydrofuran (Fisher scientific, HPLC grade) and methanol (Fisher scientific, HPLC 

grade). 

Reactions were carried out in a Parr 150 mL high pressure vessel (T316SS, Parr no. 

N4742, modified to 150 mL). Scenedesmus (0.100 g), CaCl2 (0.300), THF (20 mL), acetone 

and distilled water (10 mL) were added to the vessel along with a magnetic stir bar. The 

vessel was then sealed before being pressurized with CO2. All pressure values are based on 

the pressure recorded during the reaction. The mixture was then stirred whilst being heated 

in an oil bath (200 ˚C, measurement taken in the oil bath) and allowed to equilibrate for 30 

min. 

Following the reaction, the reaction vessel was cooled on ice for 10 min and then allowed 

to equilibrate to room temperature and depressurized. Before the entire sample was collected 

from the reaction vessel and the reactor was rinsed three times using methanol and twice 

with water. The sample and solvent used to rinse the reaction vessel (20 mL) were passed 

through a 0.2 µL filter and made up to 100 mL with HPLC grade methanol. This 100 mL 

sample was further diluted by a factor of 10 for the purpose of HPLC analysis. HPLC 

analysis was performed within 30 min of sample collection and preparation to limit the 

formation of 5-HMF degradation products. 

Analysis was conducted as described in section A2.4. 
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A2.4 Analysis 

The as-formed samples were analyzed using a Jasco HSS-2000 HPLC system, 

equipped with a quaternary gradient HPLC with an auto sampler and a UV-visible (PDA) 

detector. Separation was achieved using a Zobax extended-C18 column (rapid resolution, 

4.6 ´ 150 mm, 3.5 µm) at a constant injection volume of 2 µL. Throughout the HPLC 

method, the flow was held at a constant rate of 0.5 mL/min using a solution of 50% 

methanol, 0.1% formic acid and 50% H2O. Between each injection, the column was washed 

with methanol to reduce sample carryover. Calibration of the 5-HMF standard curves was 

performed using pure 5-hydroxymethyl furfural (Sigma Aldrich, ≥99% purity) in water. 

This was repeated for furfural (Sigma Aldrich, ≥99% purity). Chromatograms and data were 

collected using asco-Borwin 1.5 chromatography software. All yield are reported relative to 

theoretical yield of 5-HMF. HPLC analysis was performed in duplicate. 
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Appendix 3 

 

Data Tables 
 

Graphical data projections are useful for highlighting trends and patterns, though this is 

sometimes at the cost of losing the exactness that comes from data displayed in a table. This 

appendix shares the data tables involved in creating many of the graphs from this thesis in the 

interest of full disclosure and clarity. 

A3.1 

 

Figure 3.3 - Yield of 5-HMF production reaction performed on 1 wt% carbohydrate, at 200 
0C, 7 MPa of CO2, 1.5 hr, 15 mL of pentanol, and 10 mL or 10% wt CaCl2 deionized water. 
Standard deviation of results is shown using error bars. *Xylan yield is furfural rather than 
5-HMF. 
 

Carbohydrate Furan Yield Error 

Glucose 64% 0.2% 

Starch 55% 9.8% 

Xylan* 51% 14.3% 

Cellulose 22% 6.4% 
 
A3.2 
 
Figure 4.2 – Furan yield as determined by solvent choice. Blue segment represents yield of 
5-HMF and orange segment represents yield of furfural. In all instances 10 mL of organic 
solvent, 5 mL of water, 0.05 g CaCl2, and 0.05 g of cellulose under a final pressure of 9 
MPa CO2 (taken at peak temperature), 4 h reaction time at 200 oC. 
 

Solvent Furan Yield Error 

Pentanol 38% 2.2% 

THF 44% 1.1% 

2-Butanol 38% 1.9% 
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A3.3 

 

Figure 4.3 – Yield of furfural, HMF, and levulinic acid (LA) as a function of time at 160 
oC. Experiments were carried out with 0.1 g of cellulose, 0.1 g CaCl2, at 10 MPa CO2, in 30 
mL of a 2:1 (v/v) THF:water mixture. 
 

Hours HMF HMF 
Error 

Furfural Furfural 
Error 

LA LA Error 

2 0.0665% 0.0262% 0.0525% 0.00904% (Undetected)  
4 0.290% 0.198% 0.868% 0.899% (Undetected)  
8 2.25% 0.329% 1.04% 0.124% 2.31% 0.677% 
12 2.73% 0.097% 0.741% 0.191% 2.73% 0.731% 

 
A3.4 

 

Figure 4.3 – Yield of furfural, HMF, and levulinic acid (LA) as a function of time at 180 
oC. Experiments were carried out with 0.1 g of cellulose, 0.1 g CaCl2, at 10 MPa CO2, in 30 
mL of a 2:1 (v/v) THF:water mixture. 
 
 

Hours HMF HMF 
Error 

Furfural Furfural 
Error 

LA LA Error 

2 5.02% 1.25% 2.88% 1.61% 1.03 0.431 
4 3.10% 0.511% 1.42% 0.0303% 0.872% 0.00975 
8 12.4% 4.26% 1.60% 0.358% 3.92% 3.44% 
12 23.7% 1.70% 3.83% 1.84% 6.77% 4.59% 

 
A3.5 

 

Figure 4.3 – Yield of furfural, HMF, and levulinic acid (LA) as a function of time at 200 oC. 
Experiments were carried out with 0.1 g of cellulose, 0.1 g CaCl2, at 10 MPa CO2, in 30 mL of a 2:1 
(v/v) THF:water mixture. 
 
 

Hours HMF HMF 
Error 

Furfural Furfural 
Error 

LA LA Error 

2 22.7% 2.03% 4.29% 1.41% 1.58% 1.52% 
4 27.7% 0.744% 3.71% 0.557% 1.64% 0.338% 
8 12.4% 2.11% 5.78% 0.728% 3.81% 1.85% 
12 9.53% 0.752% 7.59% 5.19% 4.78% 1.63% 
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A3.6 
 
Figure 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 – Yield of 5-HMF, furfural, and total furans versus total pressure. 
Experiment was conducted at 200 oC for 4 h, with 0.1 g cellulose and 0.1 g CaCl2 in 30 mL of 2:1 
(v:v) THF:H2O.  
 

Total Pressure (MPa) 5-HMF Furfural Total Furans 

3 22.40% 0% 22.40% 

3 17.66% 0% 17.66% 

4.5 25.70% 10.11% 36.35% 

5 28.03% 7.68% 35.71% 

5.5 25.59% 9.53% 35.12% 

8.8 28.46% 14.74% 43.20% 

9.5 27.34% 8.68% 36.02% 

13.5 10.02% 5.01% 15.04% 

14 22.73% 8.97% 31.70% 

15 7.37% 9.70% 17.07% 

 
A3.7 
 
Figure 5.4 – Recycle methodology displaying total furan yield. Initial reaction was 
comprised of 0.3 grams cellulose, 0.3 grams CaCl2, 10 mL H2O and 20 mL of THF, which 
was exposed to 9 MPa CO2 and 200 oC for 4 h. After each cycle the organic phase was 
removed, 20 mL of fresh THF was added, and the reaction at 9 MPa CO2 and 200 oC for 4 
h was repeated. Yields are calculated on the basis of original cellulose content. 
 

Cycles % Yield 

1 34.32 

2 16.72 

3 11.02 

4 4.97 

5 1.14 

Total 68.17 

 

 

 


